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1 INTRODUCTION
Anthropogenic contributions to underwater noise (UW) noise have steadily increased over the last century and the
significant growth of maritime transport has contributed to this trend. As a consequence, the European Commission
(EC) and the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) initiated several activities to achieve a better understanding of
UW noise pollution due to human activities.
In its Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD), (EC, 2008), the European Union (EU) required from its member
states to develop strategies that should lead to measures that achieve or maintain Good Environmental Status (GES) in
European marine waters. As one essential step, the member states were asked to establish monitoring programs for
the regular assessment of the status of UW noise pollution in their marine waters. In (EC, 2010) the assessment,
monitoring and mapping of UW sound pollution due to anthropogenic activities was declared as a first priority and it
was required that '..the introduction of energy and noise into marine waters is limited in such a way that the marine
environment is not adversely affected..'.
th

As one measure the EC funded within its 7 Framework Program 'Oceans of Tomorrow' the collaborative research
projects AQUO ('Achieve Quieter Oceans by shipping noise footprint reduction') and SONIC ('Suppression Of UW Noise
Induced by Cavitation'), and asked the research consortia to establish common non-mandatory guidelines for the
assessment and mitigation of continuous UW noise originating from commercial shipping.
This common guideline document presents the main findings and conclusions of the research performed within the
AQUO and SONIC projects and summarises the consortia's recommendations on the way ahead to ensure GES of
European marine waters with respect to continuous UW noise. The guideline document is intended to support all
stakeholders of potential future regulation on UW noise from commercial shipping:
•

Policymakers and maritime authorities for further assessment and decision making process.

•

The shipbuilding and maritime supplier industry in finding measures combining fuel efficiency with reduced
UW noise radiation and in anticipating potential impacts on the design process and vessel cost.

•

Ship owners and operators in finding measures combining fuel efficiency with reduced UW noise radiation
and in anticipating potential impacts on ship operation and fleet planning.

Many environmental regulations distinguish between overall pollution limits for a specified receiving location
('immission limits') and limits for the individual pollution sources in proximity to the location ('emission limits'). A
similar approach can be expected for UW noise from commercial shipping, since it allows a clear assignment of the
responsibilities to the stakeholders: limits on received UW noise levels need to be determined by the authorities
responsible for the respective marine area and limits on radiated levels need to be fulfilled by ship operators.
Therefore, ship operators must gain a clear understanding of the UW noise radiation characteristics of their vessels, i.e.
the dependence of noise radiation on the operational and design parameters of their vessels.
With (IMO MARPOL 73/78, 1973/78) the IMO adopted three principal techniques for emission control which can be
also applied for UW noise radiated by commercial vessels: (i) limits which may vary with time and location (ii)
designation of areas with enhanced emission control and (iii) technical design requirements reducing emissions.
If future limits for received noise levels will be set regionally, emission limits on ship radiated noise can be expected to
vary accordingly. Thus, it will depend to some extend on the operating area of a commercial vessel whether to reduce
UW radiated noise by permanent design changes or by a temporary change of the ship operation parameters.
Various human activities contribute to UW noise pollution of the marine environment. The generated UW sound is
either of impulsive nature (e.g. pile driving during wind park or harbour construction, use of airguns for offshore
geophysical investigations) or continuous (e.g. vessel propulsion, thruster operation, dredging, pleasure boats). These
guidelines deal exclusively with continuous UW sound from ships.
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In these guidelines 'Commercial Shipping' is specified to include any vessel (ship, boat, barge, floating unit) engaged in
commercial trade or carrying passengers for hire. Hence, following vessels are not explicitly dealt with (although some
of these vessel types have been investigated in AQUO or SONIC for research purposes):
•

Pleasure and fishing craft.

•

Military and research vessels.

•

Tugs, dredgers, cable layers, offshore construction vessels.

•

Offshore exploration and exploitation vessels.

Note that especially those of above vessels equipped with dynamic positioning (DP) systems might radiate strong UW
noise. However, due to the different nature of their propulsion plant not the same mitigation measures and
measurement methods as for commercial vessels can be applied. Nevertheless, it is foreseeable that potential future
regulation on radiated noise for these ship types will follow the same principles as for commercial vessels.
In the past UW noise mitigation has mainly been in the focus for specialized ships aiming at low UW noise radiation for
operational purposes, fishery research and seismic vessels, for instance. Such vessels radiate a priori low UW noise
levels and, hence, normally contribute only marginally to overall UW noise pollution.
The vast majority of global transportation is ensured by cargo vessels (container ships, oil and gas tankers, bulk
carriers, general cargo ships, car carriers etc.). For these ships minimization of transport cost is the major design
criterion and, thus, propeller cavitation is accepted for the sake of fuel efficiency as long as no damage to the
propeller or unacceptable noise or vibration levels in the crew accommodation spaces is expected. Knowing that
cavitating propellers radiate the largest portion of UW noise at the designed operating point of most cargo ships, it
follows that, for these vessels, the radiated noise can be effectively attenuated by reducing cavitation. That's why the
prediction and mitigation of cavitation noise deserved a lot of attention in these guidelines.
It should also be observed that even vessels designed for high on board vibration and noise comfort may radiate
significant UW noise. It may occur if the comfortable on board noise levels have been achieved without reducing the
strength of the noise source itself, e.g. by arrangement of critical spaces far away from the propeller (s) or by
extensive use of insulation materials. However, as demonstrated by UW radiated noise measurements at passenger
ferries in the AQUO and SONIC projects, these vessels can also generate significant URN in off-design conditions, for
example at low speed during approaching or leaving ports.
Note that for vessels primarily intended for operation in national coastal areas, such as fishing vessels, tugs and
pleasure craft, the same principles as outlined for commercial vessels can be applied.
Radiation, propagation and perception of UW sound are highly frequency dependent phenomena. In (EC, 2010) the
ambient noise level in third octaves with centre frequencies of 63 Hz and 125 Hz has been defined as a suitable
descriptor for GES with regard to ambient UW noise from commercial shipping. Thereby the typical sound radiation
characteristics of commercial vessels and the physics of UW sound propagation have been accounted for, however,
the sensitiveness of individual marine species against UW noise could naturally not be considered by such a general
criterion. In these guidelines, frequency dependent properties are presented, as far as practically possible, over the
frequency range 10 Hz - 50 kHz. For the assessment of the noise radiation and propagation characteristics it was
focussed on the 63 Hz - 125 Hz third octave bands and the overall level in the 10 Hz - 50 kHz band unless specific
characteristics of a receiving species of concern needed to be considered.
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This guideline document represents a summary of the findings, conclusions and recommendations as described in the
public and confidential deliverables of the AQUO and SONIC projects. For the case that more detailed information is
sought, reference to the relevant public deliverables of the AQUO and SONIC projects was provided for all topics. All
public deliverables of the AQUO and the SONIC project can be accessed via following web sites:
•

AQUO: http://www.aquo.eu

•

SONIC: http://www.dnvgl.com/sonic

The remainder of this guideline document is organised in four Parts:
In Part 0 the terminology as relevant in the context of UW noise from commercial shipping is summarised.
Presently it is not fully understood to what extend UW noise from commercial shipping is introduced into marine
waters and does harm to marine life. More knowledge is needed on the noise radiation characteristics of single
vessels, the contribution of shipping noise to the overall ambient UW noise levels and the sensitiveness of marine
species to UW noise. Consequently, in Part 0 the tools are presented which have been developed by the AQUO and
SONIC consortia to better establish the current status and the trends regarding UW noise pollution from commercial
shipping. Recommendations are provided, how to measure, monitor, predict and assess single vessel as well as
shipping noise and its impact on marine life.
In Part 4 UW noise mitigation solutions are discussed. Technical and operational measures are addressed under the
important premise that fuel efficiency must not be compromised. AQUO and SONIC case studies on the effectiveness
of mitigation solutions applied to single vessels as well as to ship traffic are presented.
Part 5 summarizes the findings and conclusions and provides recommendations on the way ahead to GES of European
marine waters as relevant for the different stakeholder groups.
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2 TERMS & DEFINITIONS
This part of the guidelines aims at summarizing the most important terms and definitions agreed upon by AQUO and
SONIC partners and to contribute to standardisation in this field of maritime technology.
An early European initiative to establish consensus on basic UW terminology reported its findings in (Ainslie, 2011).
This report was also used as a basis to define the SONIC terminology (Ainslie & de Jong, 2013) and for sharing with the
AQUO project. To a large part, the UW terminology as defined later in (ISO CD 18405, TC43 SC3 WG2, 2014), and (ISO
DIS 18405, 2015) is consistent with this earlier work. Consequently, these guidelines use as far as possible the
terminology and definitions as presently proposed in (ISO DIS 18405, 2015).

2.1 SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (SPL)
The sound pressure level (SPL) represents a measure of the (fluctuating) sound pressure in a fluid during a stated time
interval (averaging time). In UW acoustics two equivalent SPL definitions are in practical use, see Table A- 1:
2

•

The mean square sound pressure level in [dB re 1 μPa ].

•

The root mean square sound pressure level in [dB re 1 μPa].

2.2 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The UW noise radiation characteristics of commercial vessels as well as the sensitiveness of the marine fauna against
UW noise are frequency dependent. Consequently, any limit curves for UW noise levels radiated from individual ships
or received at a specific location must reflect such frequency dependence.
By spectral analysis, signals that have been recorded in the time domain can be converted into the frequency domain.
The obtained frequency spectra permit to conclude on the energy distribution of the sound over the frequency range
and, hence, on the likely sources of the sound. Moreover, it can be evaluated whether the dominating frequencies
tend to be harmful for the receptors of the sound.
In acoustics, frequency spectra are commonly presented in frequency intervals of standardized bandwidth: octaves,
one-third octaves, decades, decidecades or in 'narrow bands', if high frequency resolution is needed, cf. Table A- 2.
For the purpose of regulation of UW noise the use of one-third octave bands is recommended, see the example
presented in Table A- 2. Note that the subscript '⅓' is used in these guidelines to indicate evaluaMon of a signal level in
1/3 octave bands, e.g. 'SPL⅓' abbreviates the UW sound pressure level per 1/3 octave band.
In some cases it might be convenient to present signal levels in terms of 'spectrum level' or as 'spectral density'
(subscript '1Hz') instead of 1/3 octave levels, for conversion to 1/3 octave levels see
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Table A- 2. As demonstrated by the example of an SPL limit curve in Figure A- 1, the numerical values of SPL1/3 and
SPL1Hz can be quite different. Therefore, it should always be clearly indicated if spectrum levels are used instead of 1/3
octave levels.

2.3 DESCRIPTORS OF UW SOUND SOURCES
There exist various types of mathematical descriptors of UW sound sources, each of them modelling typical radiation
patterns of the respective sound source. The strength of UW sound radiation by a ship at its actual operation
condition is commonly described by its source level (SL) or radiated noise level (RNL).

2.3.1 SOURCE LEVEL (SL)
‘Source Level’ is a general term for the level of the sound pressure that a sound source produces in the far field, in
decibels referred to a reference sound pressure of 1 μPa and back propagated at a reference distance of 1 m, see
Table A- 3 for a more precise definition.
This general definition, however, needs to be coupled to a model of the pattern of sound radiation by the ship. The
simplest and most often used model is the monopole source, which features identical motion of all points of a
spherical acoustically active surface and thus induces identical sound pressures at all points with the same distance to
the source, a detailed definition is presented in Table A- 3.
In some cases, the ship is characterised as a directional point source which creates different sound pressures in the
various directions. In other works, the radiation pattern is characterised by a dipole source which is defined as a pair
of identical monopole sources placed in small distance to each other (in respect to the wavelength) and emitting in
opposite phase. For modelling surface vessels, the dipole is formed by the nominal UW monopole source in depth ‘d’
and its image mirrored at the flat sea surface. By this, the reflection of acoustic waves at the surface (the so-called
'Lloyd Mirror effect'), see e.g. (Urick, 1983), (AQUO D3.1, 2013), can be modelled implicitly in the used source model.
The corresponding ‘dipole source level’ refers to the dipole centre which is placed at the fluid surface at the mid
between the two monopole sources. As illustrated in the example of Table A- 4 the Lloyd Mirror effect considerably
reduces effective noise radiation in the frequency range where typically the lower propeller harmonics (tonals) and
the ignition frequencies of slow running main engines are situated. This fact should be observed when assessing the
effectiveness of UW noise mitigation measures for a commercial vessel.
An advantage of using dipole source levels is to make the reported values less sensitive to the depth of the nominal
monopole source, however they are not widely used and, therefore, in the remainder of these guidelines, the term
'source level' (abbreviation 'SL') is used exclusively to mean monopole source level, i.e. the surface vessel is
represented by a monopole (point) source at a specified depth 'd' below the sea surface.
Commonly the term ‘acoustic centre’ is used to describe the position of a vessel where it is assumed that all noise
sources are co-located as a single point source. In (ISO PAS 17208-1, 2012) it is suggested that the acoustic centre can
be located transversely at the ship centre line, longitudinally at a quarter-length forward of the stern and vertically at
the height of the sea surface. However, the exact location of the acoustic centre will always depend on the position of
the dominating noise source on the individual ship and the purpose of the investigation:
•

In transverse direction the point source can be normally assumed on the ship's centre line.

•

Longitudinally the point source can be assumed at the propeller, the main engine or in between.

•

Vertically the point source can be assumed at shaft line height for propeller tip vortex and hub cavitation or
at approximately 70% propeller radius above shaft centre if sheet cavitation is dominating.

In all cases the position of the acoustic centre used for SL calculations shall be clearly indicated.
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The SL cannot be determined directly but is back-calculated to the 1 m reference distance from the SPL as measured
by hydrophones in the far field (definition of ‘far field’ see Table A- 3). In practice this is done by adding the
propagation loss, see 2.4, to the SPL as measured at the hydrophone locations in distance ‘r’ in direction to the
acoustic centre of the vessel: SL = SPL + PL, see also Table A- 3.

2.3.2 RADIATED NOISE LEVEL (RNL)
Some publications characterise the sound radiated from surface ships in terms of a radiated noise level (RNL). In the
past measurements of RNL were often described as ‘source level’, making it difficult to tell which is which. Fortunately,
(ISO DIS 18405, 2015) now provides clear guidance on the related terminology, see Table A- 3.
Differently to SL calculation, which accounts for the actual propagation losses of the acoustic waves in the given
environment, the RNL is calculated from the SPL by adding the propagation loss associated with ideal spherical
spreading of sound for a monopole source in an infinite lossless fluid, see definition of RNL in Table A- 3.
Note that the difference between SL and RNL can be calculated by the formulae provided in the last two rows of Table
A- 3 and that for commercial vessels in deep water the Lloyd Mirror Effect, accounts for a large part of this difference.

2.4 PROPAGATION LOSS (PL)
To determine the SL of a vessel by SPL measurements in the far field, the propagation loss (PL) of the actual
environment must be known. According to definition the PL over some distance r is the difference between the SL and
the SPL level measured at distance r from the acoustic centre in a given direction, see Table A- 3.
In the theoretical case of a monopole source radiating in an infinite, homogeneous and lossless medium, the PL
depends only on the distance from the source centre and corresponds to ten times the base 10 logarithm of the
distance squared (‘spherical propagation law’). However, the actual propagation loss depends on multiple phenomena,
the two main phenomena being the Lloyd Mirror Effect and the reflections at the sea bottom in shallow water.
Note that some publications use the term ‘transmission loss’ instead of PL but that the use of PL was adopted in (ISO
DIS 18405, 2015) and is therefore preferred.

2.5 RECEIVED LEVEL (RL)
The ‘received level’ is defined as the SPL measured or computed (without any receiver sensitivity-weighting) in a
specific location that is identified by its coordinates in space. It accounts for the SL and the PL. Note that the RL is
equal to the ‘SPL’ in the definitions of (ISO DIS 18405, 2015).

2.6 SHIP OPERATING CONDITIONS
The URN of a vessel strongly depends on its actual operating condition. In these guidelines, the possible operating
conditions of a vessel are distinguished by following criteria (for detailed terminology see Table A- 5 ):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Propulsive power, respectively ship speed.
Propeller and main engine revolution.
Propeller pitch.
Draught at propeller as resulting from loading condition of hull (full load, ballast etc.).
Operating mode (transit, manoeuvring etc.).
Auxiliary machinery configuration and power.

2.7 VESSEL NOISE FOOTPRINT
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The vessel noise footprint characterizes the URN characteristics of an individual vessel in a specified state and
configuration (speed etc.) in a standardised reference environment. The vessel noise footprint allows for a fair
comparison of multiple ships or of different configurations of a given ship. It is defined as a spatial representation of
the sound radiated by a single ship in the idealized environmental conditions defined in (SONIC D3.1, 2014):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uniform sound speed and density in water (with frequency dependent absorption).
Perfectly reflecting sea surface.
Fixed water depth (50 m).
Infinite uniform ‘sand’ seabed, characterized by compressional sound speed, density and absorption
coefficient (Pekeris waveguide).
Flat frequency weighting.
Depth average, with flat depth weighting.
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2.8 SOUND MAP
A sound map is a geographical representation of the UW sound pressure level (SPL) due to various sound sources in a
specific ocean environment. A shipping sound map represents the sound radiated by a set of ships (SONIC D3.1, 2014).
It illustrates the actual received levels in a given (sea) area. The sound map can refer to a single depth, or represent an
average or a statistical quantity for a range of depths. The levels are computed from one or more sources, taking into
account the inherent propagation losses.
The purpose of a shipping sound map is to visualise the total effect of shipping at a local, regional or basin-wide scale.
It may also include some weighting with regard to the sensitiveness of the marine species inhabiting the mapped area.

2.9 OCEAN SHIPPING NOISE FOOTPRINT
Opposite to the 'vessel noise footprint' which serves to illustrate the strength of UW noise emission by a single vessel
in an idealized environment, the 'ocean shipping noise footprint' is intended to quantify and assess the UW noise
received at a defined location, originating from the whole ship traffic in a defined marine area.
The ocean shipping noise footprint, is defined as the quantification of the noise level arising from maritime activities
that affects (cumulative received levels from shipping are higher than natural phenomena sound levels) and dominate
a portion of the sea. It considers the vessels as individual sound sources as well as their spatial distribution within the
marine area into account. Further, it considers the propagation of radiated noise into the three-dimensional ocean
environment (as dependent on temperature, salinity, bathymetry, surface roughness, etc.). The ocean shipping noise
footprint can be represented as a sound map and can be further used to assess the impact of anthropogenic noise on
marine life, cf. 3.5 and (AQUO D1.6, 2015) for a more detailed description.

2.10 STATISTICAL METRICS
The volume of ship traffic in defined marine area is of stochastic nature and the same is true for the strength of the
individual vessels as an UW noise source. Thus, many criteria for tracking and assessing environmental pollution levels
use statistical key indicators and similar applies for judging the impact of UW sound on marine life.
th

The AQUO and SONIC projects used the terms 'N percentile' and 'N% exceedance level' to indicate the value above
which a given percentage of occurrences in a group of observations fall, see the illustration in Table A- 6.
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3 ASSESSMENT OF STATUS & TRENDS REGARDING A VESSEL’S NOISE FOOTPRINT
AND THE OCEAN SHIPPING NOISE FOOTPRINT
In (EC, 2010) EU Member States were asked to establish programs for the regular monitoring and assessment of the
status and trends of UW noise pollution in their marine waters. This part of the guidelines deals with the status and
trends of UW noise pollution from single vessels and ship traffic as a whole. It is structured according to the
transmission path of UW sound from the radiating source to the marine animal as the final receptor of the sound.

3.1 SINGLE VESSEL RADIATED NOISE
3.1.1 DESCRIPTORS OF SINGLE VESSEL RADIATED NOISE
The purpose is to characterize a vessel as an UW noise emitter in an intrinsic way. Suitable descriptors of URN from
commercial vessels must consider the strength and emission pattern of the noise source, the variation of noise
radiation with frequency (3.1.1.1), the current ship speed in relation to the design speed (3.1.1.2) and the amount of
propeller immersion (3.1.1.3). Also directivity effects (3.1.1.4) may become relevant in some cases. Finally, it should
be observed that the UW noise radiation characteristics vary for different types of commercial vessels (3.1.1.5).

3.1.1.1 D ESCRIPTION OF DEPENDENCE ON FREQUENCY
A typical example of the dependence of UW noise radiation on frequency is presented in Figure 1, which shows the
radiated noise level of a bulk carrier for ship speeds of 8, 12 and 16 kn as reported in (Arveson & Vendittis, 2000). It
can be observed that not only the level of radiated noise, but also its dependence on frequency, varies with ship
speed. For the design speed of the vessel (16 kn), i.e. when propeller cavitation is fully developed, three frequency
ranges with different mean slopes of the RNL1/3 curve, as described in right hand part of Figure 1, can be distinguished.
Thus, the dependence of RNL1/3 and SL1/3 on frequency may be conveniently described by a polygon of three lines, as
illustrated in Figure A- 2.
For reference, the frequency ranges as typically most pronounced in the SL spectra of commercial vessels are
summarized in Table A- 7.

RNL1/3 variation for
increasing frequency
at 140 rpm / 16 kn:
10 Hz - 50 Hz
2dB increase per
1/3 octave
50 Hz – 250 Hz
2dB decrease
per 1/3 octave
250 Hz – 5kHz
1dB decrease
per 1/3 octave
Figure 1 1/3-octave RNL spectrum of a bulk carrier in ballast draught (based on data of (Arveson & Vendittis, 2000) )
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3.1.1.2 D ESCRIPTION OF DEPENDENCE ON SHIP SPEED
As illustrated in Figure 1, noise radiation changes strongly with ship speed and power, respectively. This dependence is
most pronounced for speeds exceeding the cavitation inception speed of the vessel. The change of SL with ship speed
 ⁄  with  abbreviating the actual
and power can be conveniently described by the formula ∆ =  
speed of the vessel,  its design speed and  a factor describing the rapidness of SL variation. For example, the
increase of the RNL in the 63 Hz third octave observed for a ship speed increase from 8 to 16 kn in Figure 1 is
corresponding to  ≈ 66.

3.1.1.3 D ESCRIPTION OF DEPENDENCE ON SHIP DRAUGHT
Due to the Lloyd Mirror effect the SL of a vessel decreases with decreasing draught at low frequencies. On the other
hand the SL increases with decreasing draught, because propeller cavitation will intensify. Both effects can be quite
significant because draught variations may be as high as 12 m for large cargo vessels. Therefore, the actual draught as
well as the design draft of the vessel needs to be known for an accurate estimate of the vessel's SL.

3.1.1.4 D ESCRIPTION OF IMPACT OF DIRECTIVITY
The RNL and SL can reflect some directivity pattern, defined as their variation with the direction of observation for a
given frequency or frequency band. Two angles between the acoustic centre and receiver position are considered: the
'elevation' in the vertical and the 'bearing' in the horizontal plane. The elevation determines the degree of surface
reflections (Lloyd Mirror effect) and thus needs to be compensated in SL estimates. Depending on vessel type,
frequency and other factors, some dependency of RNL or SL with bearing angle can appear. For instance, some
reduction of RNL towards the front direction can be expected because the propagation of sound waves from the
propeller into this direction will be blocked by the ship hull, see e.g. the experimental directivity patterns according
(Gaggero, et al., 2013) presented in Figure A- 3. Since the effect of horizontal directivity is relatively small compared to
the other influences, it appears justified to neglect it in SL models used for the computation of the vessel footprint and
the ocean shipping footprint, however, it needs to be considered for accurate measurements of single vessel radiated
noise.

3.1.1.5 D ESCRIPTION OF DEPENDENCE ON SHIP TYPE
There are fundamental differences in the design characteristics of the hull and propulsion plant of different ship types,
which influence also the amount of noise radiation, see for instance Figure A- 4. Hence, accurate functional
relationships between the operational/design parameters of an individual ship and its SL or RNL need to be ship type
specific. However, since different propulsion plant concepts may be applied for the same type of ship, also such ship
type specific relationships are not fully reliable see e.g. the spread of SL of cargo vessels as described in (SONIC D2.5,
2015) and presented in Figure A- 5.
In summary, single vessel SL or RNL estimates based on ship type information are not fully reliable and need further
development. This was one important motivation for the development of a public ship noise database, cf. (SONIC D2.2,
2015), and of a method for the description of URN patterns for different ship categories as presented in (AQUO R2.9,
2015).

3.1.2 EXISTING GUIDELINES ON SINGLE VESSEL RADIATED NOISE LIMITS
For fishery research vessels RNL limits have been published in (ICES, 1995), considering fish displacement in
relationship with the auditory sensitivity of some fish species and the disturbance levels of sonar systems for fish
detection. Also (DNV, 2010) proposed limits for vessels which require low source levels for fulfilment of their main
operational task, i.e. vessels with hydro-acoustic equipment, seismic vessels, fishing vessels, research ships and any
vessel aiming to demonstrate controlled noise radiation for the protection of the marine environment, as e.g.
passenger vessels cruising in polar waters.
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In (SILENV, 2012, Rev. 2) a 'green label' for silent commercial ships has been proposed and recently (Bureau Veritas,
2014) introduced two classes, 'controlled vessel' and 'advanced vessel', the latter denoting a particular effort for the
protection of marine life against UW noise. A comparison of the limits of the latter two references with the RNL
measured at a bulk carrier of conventional design at different power settings in ballast draft is presented in Figure A- 6.
As expected, the bulk carrier does not satisfy the criteria for noise controlled vessels if operated at its design power
(speed) condition with some degree of propeller cavitation.
Except (ICES, 1995), no existing guideline accounts for the sensitiveness of marine species to UW sound. However, as
pointed out in (TSG UW Noise, 2013) and (Bahtiarian, 2014) and as confirmed by AQUO and SONIC, much greater
understanding of the relationship between the received UW noise levels and the state of the ecosystem is needed
until such species-specific limits can be defined.

3.1.3 RNL DEPENDENCE ON SHIP SPEED AND FREQUENCY
It is important to know the RNL dependence on ship speed in order to establish valid radiated noise models, to
perform model tests and computations for the relevant operating conditions and last but not least, to quantify the
noise reduction potentials given by the reduction of ship speed.

3.1.3.1 F INDINGS FROM MODEL TESTS
Model test results at different ship speeds for ships with fixed pitch propeller have been investigated for a container
vessel (SONIC D1.1, 2014), a twin hull wind farm supply vessel (SONIC D1.3, 2015) and a bulk carrier (SONIC D1.4,
2015). All tests demonstrated a strong increase of URN as soon as cavitation inception speed was exceeded, see Figure
A- 7 for instance. Depending on the individual cavitation form and frequency range, differences of up to 40 dB were
observed between low and high ship speeds. Hence, decreasing the actual ship speed as an operational measure
offers great URN reduction potential, however, general relationships on the achievable amount and the effective
frequency range of noise reduction could not be established. Experimental and/or computational analysis for the
individual hull and propeller design need to be performed for this purpose.
For CP propellers an increase of RNL with increasing ship speed (propeller load) can be observed too, and hence,
speed reduction is also for this propeller type a suitable way to reduce RNL. However, this is not necessarily true if
large speed reductions are realised by decreasing the propeller pitch at constant revolution rate. Although the RNL
will go down initially (especially the tonal noise at the blade passing frequency due to disappearing back side sheet
cavitation) it will increase again due to the occurrence of face side cavitation, if the pitch is further reduced (while tip
vortex cavitation will usually persist at all pitch settings). This phenomenon was confirmed in cavitation tests
performed for the propeller of a 116 m long coastal tanker, see (AQUO D3.3, 2014). The tests further demonstrated
that the propeller will be almost free from face cavitation also for low ship speeds, if the reduction of ship speed is
realised by decreasing the revolution rate according to the combinator curve. Thus, RNL will be significantly
attenuated, cf. Figure A- 8.

3.1.3.2 F INDINGS FROM COMPUTATIONS
In the early stages for a new ship design computations can provide valuable insight on the effect of speed reductions
on URN. In (AQUO D5.3, 2015) it is reported on the expected RNL reduction as computed for a generic cargo vessel
assuming a decrease of the actual ship speed from the nominal speed of 14 kn to 11 kn and 9.5 kn, respectively. The
impact of the reduced power on cavitation intensity and main engine induced noise was considered. As presented in
Figure A- 9, depending on the frequency range and amount of speed reduction, the RNL was attenuated by 3-8 dB
(corresponding to  ≈ 30-50).
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3.1.3.3 F INDINGS FROM FULL SCALE MEASUREMENTS
In comparison with model tests, full scale measurements offer the advantage that not only propeller induced noise is
recorded but also machinery noise. However, the performance of systematic full scale measurements at different ship
speeds is extremely expensive and so available measurement data is scarce.
In a validation study on RNL computations (SONIC D1.3, 2015) is referencing to a full scale measurement on a fishery
research vessel performed at the Heggernes sound range in Bergen (CP propeller in constant pitch mode). For a speed
increase from 10.7 kn to 15.8 kn the RNL increased by 15 dB (68 - 1000Hz,  ≈ 85) through 25 dB (8kHz - 32kHz,  ≈
140). The major part of this increase was attributed to cavitation noise.
In (SONIC D2.5, 2015) it is reported on the speed - RNL dependence of a twin hull wind farm supply vessel equipped
with two FP propellers as measured in shallow water, see Figure A- 10. Also for this vessel a significant difference
between a speed without cavitation (4.7 kn) and fully developed cavitation (10.7 kn) was observed (increasing from
15 dB at 100 Hz,  ≈ 40, through 35 dB at 10 kHz,  ≈ 100). Further it can be observed that the radiated noise for noncavitating condition are close to the ambient noise levels, i.e. UW noise from onboard machinery was insignificant.
In (AQUO D3.3, 2014) it is reported about full scale measurements for six vessels: three research vessels of different
size, a ferry, a coastal tanker and a small fishing vessel. The largest research vessel and the coastal tanker are
equipped with a CPP and have been tested at different speeds and propulsion settings. For these it was confirmed
that CPPs can generate at low ship speeds much higher noise levels than at design speed, if operated in constant
revolution mode, cf. Figure A- 11 and Figure A- 13 respectively. This well-known effect is caused by tip vortex and
propeller face cavitation phenomena and is normally most pronounced between ≈150 - 1000 Hz. This offers great
potential to reduce the RNL of CPP driven vessels by changing from variable pitch to variable revolution mode for low
ship speeds. The additional advantages in terms of fuel efficiency were also investigated and are discussed in 4.3.3.

3.1.4 FULL SCALE MEASUREMENT OF SINGLE VESSEL RADIATED NOISE
URN measurements for single vessels can be performed during dedicated trials or at ship traffic lanes. In 3.1.4.1
current standards and guidelines for the former are discussed, 3.1.4.2 summarises some results of measurements
close to shipping routes and in 3.1.4.3 the findings on URN measurements by on-board sensors are briefly reviewed.

3.1.4.1 M EASUREMENTS DURING DEDICATED TRIALS FOR SINGLE VESSELS ( CATEGORY C)
In these guidelines the measurement of URN during dedicated trials is designated as ‘Category C’ measurement (as
Categories A and B have been defined in (TSG UW Noise, 2013)). Such measurements offer the advantage that for
maximum accuracy multiple test runs can be performed. Further, the vessel can be tested at different speeds (powers)
to determine its SL - speed dependence. However, it must be kept in mind that full scale trials come at considerable
cost and that present sea trial programs for commercial ships normally do not include extra time for such tests.
The development of standards for Category C measurements is relatively recent and still ongoing in ISO. Standards
and guidelines are provided in (ANSI/ASA, 2009), (DNV, 2010), (ISO DIS 16554, 2011), (ISO PAS 17208-1, 2012) and
(Bureau Veritas, 2014). The latter is based, with some simplifications, on the recommendations of (AQUO D3.1, 2013).
The (ISO PAS 17208-1, 2012) standard for RNL measurements in deep water is expected to be published within a few
months, however, work on this standard is likely to be continued to address also shallow water and SL measurements.
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In (AQUO D3.1, 2013) a European measurement standard is proposed which is applicable to both, deep and shallow
water environments, which suggests a method to estimate the SL and also allows the measurement of directivity in
the horizontal plane. The suggested measurement method has some similarities to the published standards. In
comparison to the ANSI/ISO Standards the following similarities can be identified:
•

A precision measurement grade and a survey measurement grade are defined (the ANSI standard / ISO PAS
also specifies an additional engineering method). Note that these measurement grades should not be
confused with the measurement categories A, B and C as used in these guidelines.

•

Bottom mounted or surface mounted hydrophone configurations are identified.

•

Three hydrophones are required for the precision grade and 1 hydrophone for survey grade.

•

The system calibration requirements are similar.

•

The frequency ranges are similar (a slightly wider frequency range is proposed for the AQUO proposal,
particularly for the survey grade).

•

The data analysis procedures are broadly similar (including background noise correction, narrowband/thirdoctave band analysis requirements, power averaging over hydrophones and arithmetic averaging over runs).

•

The recording and reporting of similar vessel operating details.

The purpose of (AQUO D3.1, 2013) was to review the current standards, identify any apparent deficiencies and to
address those deficiencies wherever possible. The measurement standard proposed therefore has some important
differences to the current ANSI/ISO standards:
•

Calculation of source level
o The AQUO proposal calculates a monopole source level (SL) rather than RNL. This is achieved by
numerical modelling (for higher precision) the propagation loss (PL) or by a simple spreading law and
monopole-dipole correction formula (for lower precision).
o

Several measures are proposed to reduce the uncertainty in the effect of the PL estimate on SL
including measurements at various CPA (Closest Point of Approach) distances before averaging
across all the configurations.

•

Measurements in shallow water
o The AQUO recommendation provides guidance on undertaking measurements in shallow water
areas (and how to account for the shallow water in the SL calculation) whereas the current ANSI/ISO
standard only focus on deep water measurements.

•

Re-assessment of measurement uncertainty and repeatability
o The uncertainty estimates from previous standards are deemed optimistic and new values are
estimated. The most important factor introducing uncertainty is identified as the PL.

•

o Approaches to reducing uncertainties related to array line tilt and Doppler effects are also discussed.
Directivity
o Consideration is given to providing an estimate of the directivity of the vessel radiated noise and
accounting for this in the SL estimation. The ANSI/ISO standards assume an omnidirectional source.

•

The AQUO proposal defines hydrophone depths based on minimum distances between hydrophones and the
sea surface and seabed rather than on the look down angles used in the ANSI/ISO standards.

•

Further it requires test runs at multiple CPA distances ranges rather than one CPA distance.

The measurements performed under SONIC, see (SONIC D2.5, 2015), confirmed a number of recommendations of the
AQUO work, including the advantage of bottom mounted hydrophones for reducing spurious noise due to flow
turbulence and cable motion at low frequencies. The use of a wide range of hydrophone depths and ranges is helpful
when calculating SL, but the depression angles used in the standards for calculating RNL are specifically chosen to help
average out fluctuations due to surface reflections, and hence, give a consistent result in this type of measurement.
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The results of AQUO and SONIC have meanwhile been considered as work documents for the ISO technical committee.

3.1.4.2 M EASUREMENTS AT SHIP TRAFFIC LANES ( CATEGORY B)
In (TSG UW Noise, 2013) the term ‘Category B’ was coined for the determination of ship source levels by SPL
measurements in combination with AIS and GPS data processing for vessels of opportunity at shipping traffic lanes (for
Category A measurements see 3.4.2.)
Also for this kind of full scale measurement of single vessel radiated noise, further international standardisation is
called for. Harmonisation of the applied SL models is needed to support the improvement of SL models used for
shipping noise mapping. Further, data storage and post-processing should be as far as possible standardised to ease
the entry of measured data into the public UW noise database outlined in 3.1.5.
(SONIC D2.5, 2015) and (Jansen & de Jong, 2015) report on Category B measurements performed at a shipping route
close to the port of Rotterdam. Due to the dense ship traffic in this area, the signal to background noise ratio was
found to be sufficient over the entire frequency range 50 Hz -16 kHz for only 23 passages (in 200 m - 2.2 km distance)
out of 800 passages (in distances up to 15 km). This indicates that Category B measurements should be preferably
performed at shipping routes with moderate traffic, i.e. low enough to avoid disturbance by other vessels but high
enough to derive a meaningful database.
The SL1/3 between 100 Hz and 10 kHz, as derived for 20 passages and presented in Figure A- 5, indicate following
characteristics:
•

The spread of SL between the quietest and the loudest vessel is ≈15 dB over the whole frequency range.

•

The mean SL decrease per 1/3-octave is ≈2.0 dB for 100 - 315 Hz and ≈1.0 dB for 0.4 – 10 kHz.

•

No consolidated trend related to the type of ship can be observed. This is true for the SL magnitude as well as
its frequency distribution.

Further Category B measurements are described in (AQUO D3.6, 2015). Measurements with an autonomous acoustic
buoy (moored at 100 m depth) were compared with measurements performed at OBSEA, a cabled observatory
located 4 km offshore at the sea bottom in 20 m depth.
•

The 63 and 125 Hz 1/3 octave levels at the buoy considerably exceeded those measured at OBSEA, but the
minimum recorded levels were very similar. This may indicate that the baseline background SPL in ideal
conditions (at least no shipping) are the same.

•

At the buoy, the 63 Hz values exceeded the 125 Hz values, at OBSEA not. This is probably due to a higher
percentage of shipping noise at the buoy. This difference highlights the importance of selecting an
appropriate measurement location.
The SPL measurement can be strongly affected by high intensity saturating events, e.g. from extremely close
sources or something bumping against the hydrophone. As shown in Figure A- 12, discarding around 1% of
the highest recorded measurements to eliminate possible outliers provides stable results. Leaving out more
does not considerably change the measurement, but leaving out less can change the result by several dB.

•

3.1.4.3 M EASUREMENTS BY ON - BOARD SENSORS
On-board measurement systems may provide an attractive alternative to hydrophones employed in the sea because
they permit to monitor radiated noise permanently and not just for a few selected operating conditions. However, the
challenge is to establish a realistic transfer function between the on-board signal and the RNLs over the frequency
range of interest and with the required frequency resolution. Therefore, in AQUO and SONIC simultaneous
measurements of RNLs, hull vibration and pressure pulses in combination with cavitation observations were
performed, cf. (AQUO D3.3, 2014) and (SONIC D2.5, 2015).
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Figure A- 14 shows on-board vibrations and the RNLs as measured simultaneously on a coastal tanker at its transit
speed of 15 kn and a lower speed of 11 kn, as typical for approaching port areas. In both conditions hull vibration
recorded with a sensor in the propeller area bears significant resemblance with the noise radiation characteristics of
the vessel. However, this cannot be said for the vibration sensors placed at the main engine and gear box foundations.
From the recorded pressure pulse spectra presented in Figure A- 15, it can be further concluded that the pressure
amplitudes at the blade rate harmonics ('tonals') are not very indicative of frequency and magnitude of the RNLs.
In summary it can be concluded that on-board vibration sensors placed on the shell in vicinity of the propeller are
considered as the most promising means to continuously monitor frequency content and magnitude of single vessel
UW noise as long as propeller cavitation represents the dominating noise source.
Further findings on pressure pulse - URN dependences in model tests and on-board techniques for the quantification
of cavitation noise are reported in (SONIC D1.1, 2014) and (SONIC D2.7, 2015), respectively.

3.1.5 URN NOISE MEASUREMENT DATABASE
As described in (SONIC D2.2, 2015) a public data base for single vessel RNL and SL measurements has been established
under http://vesselnoise.soton.ac.uk/. In the first place, the data base is intended to better document the status of
UW noise pollution by commercial vessels, but it also aims to shed more light into trends. In the long run it may
further help to 'customize' the choice of target vessels for URN reduction and the extent and type of mitigation
measures to the marine species inhabiting the respective marine zone.
RNL / SL data and some meta data on the performance of the measurement are input to the database, cf. Table A- 8.
The radiated noise data is input in terms of frequency spectrum data (preferred) and/or overall broadband levels. The
spectrum can be in narrowband (e.g. per Hz), 1/3 octave band or 1/n octave band format, and can be a received level
(i.e. not range corrected), radiated noise level (affected source level) or source level (monopole source level).
Users may browse the database by vessel type and further relevant search categories. The spectral data stored on the
database may be downloaded to allow researchers to carry out their own analysis on the data to identify any trends.
Most records stored on the database are open access. No expert independent vetting of the data is carried out, i.e. all
risks associated with the use of the data stored on the database lies with the user.

3.1.6

URN-INDEX AS COMPARATIVE GRADING SCALE

As discussed in 3.1.1.5 the definition of generally applicable limits for SL or RNL is hardly possible. However, with
regard to single vessel RNL it is straightforward to benchmark the performance of an individual vessel against the
mean value of all commercial vessels. For instance, an URN-Index (URNI) labelling with 3 categories could be
introduced for this purpose with, e.g., the 33 % of the quietest vessels rated 'low', the 33 % of vessels radiating mean
levels 'moderate' and the 33 % loudest vessels 'high'.
Such comparative approach has several advantages in comparison to absolute limits. At first, it implicitly accounts for
the present state of technology in designing, building and operating commercial vessels. Secondly, it permits to
identify the noisiest vessel types and sizes which should be addressed first to achieve a most effective noise reduction.
Finally, the URNI could be used as a quality label for the UW noise radiation characteristics of a single vessel, for
example in building specifications or bonus/malus schemes for ship traffic control. Thus, also extra cost which may be
caused by implementing URN reduction measures in new building or retrofit could be addressed in a transparent way.
For the definition of appropriate benchmark levels a quality controlled single vessel radiated noise data base, e.g.
according 3.1.5, is a prerequisite. However, such data base needs to be large enough to be statistically relevant.
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3.1.7 DETERMINATION OF SINGLE VESSEL RADIATED NOISE BY MODEL TESTS
Benefits and limitations of the prediction of a vessel's RNL by cavitation tests are discussed in (SONIC D1.1, 2014) and
(AQUO D2.5, 2014). The validation of the testing procedures of four facilities by comparison with the results of full
scale measurements performed for a wind farm support vessel are described in (SONIC D1.3, 2015). As model tests do
not account for machinery noise, they can only applied if propeller or cavitation noise is dominating. For new
propeller designs and retrofits of commercial vessels it is good practice to perform cavitation tests for the avoidance
of erosive cavitation and the limitation of propeller pressure pulses exciting hull vibration. Hence RNL tests can be
planned as a part of these tests, however with an extended test set up, potentially including further operating
conditions to be investigated and different ways of signal post processing and result documentation.

3.1.7.1 T YPICAL TEST SET - UP
To adjust the test conditions to the operational conditions of the vessel to be tested the facility needs to provide
variable water flow velocity (fixed model in a circulating water tunnel), towing speed (moving model through a tank)
and variable propeller revolution rate, static tunnel pressure and water gas content. Further appropriate techniques
for cavitation observation and documentation, hull pressure pulse measurements above the propeller and URN
measurements are required. Besides properly scaled ship and propeller models with all stern appendages (rudder,
shaft brackets etc.) need to be used. The SPL measurements are performed by means of hydrophones, either located
in an acoustic chamber below the tunnel test section or directly in the tank.
The knowledge of the individual facility's background noise and propagation loss from the propeller to the
hydrophone(s) is essential to accurately determine the SLs.

3.1.7.2 O PERATING CONDITIONS
In the first instance the tested operating conditions should be the same as used for conventional cavitation tests.
However, for URN testing the SL - ship speed dependence and the cavitation inception speed should be determined
additionally so that they can be used later on in SL models. For CP propellers also tests for the determination of
minimum pitch settings at low ship speeds should be performed to avoid the formation of propeller face cavitation.
If the vessel features a large difference between ballast and full load draught, the SL - draught dependence should be
investigated too. However, this is considered less important than to obtain a realistic SL - ship speed relationship.

3.1.7.3 C ONVERSION TO FULL SCALE
The frequencies and SL as measured in the cavitation tests need to be converted to full scale. The scaling laws are to
some extent facility specific and are discussed in (SONIC D1.1, 2014), (AQUO D2.5, 2014) and related ITTC guidelines
and procedures. The results should be documented for all operating conditions investigated, preferably as SL1/3 plots
and as broadband SL within the 63 - 128 Hz third octave band.

3.1.8 DETERMINATION OF SINGLE VESSEL RADIATED NOISE BY NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Benefits and drawbacks of different semi-empirical and numerical methods and the development of new methods for
the prediction of single vessel URN are discussed in (AQUO D2.3, 2014) and (SONIC D1.2 , 2014). Further (SONIC D1.3,
2015) describes the validation of numerical methods at the example of a 3400 TEU container vessel (comparison with
model tests), a propeller arrangement with inclined shafting (comparison with model tests), a wind farm support
vessel (comparison with model and full scale tests) and a fishery research vessel (comparison with full scale tests).
Moreover, (SONIC D1.4, 2015) reports on the application of numerical methods to calculate the URN of a bulk carrier
(comparison with model tests) and to study the effect of reduced pitch settings of a ferry's CP propeller.
(Weryk & Szkudlarek, 2014) compares propeller and machinery URN as predicted by three different simulation
approaches with the model and full scale results as obtained by AQUO for a coastal tanker and a research vessel.
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The relative importance of machinery noise in the total URN is analysed in (AQUO D2.8, 2015). It was confirmed that
machinery noise can be significant, except when the propeller is (heavily) cavitating. Also in SONIC numerical methods
for the simulation of main engine induced UW noise, have been investigated. Since, as a first approximation, URN can
be expected to be proportional to the structure-borne sound level at the main engine foundation, the focus was on
studying methods for the prediction of the vibration velocity levels in the area of the engine foundations, see 4.3.5.
The numerical prediction of URN from cavitating propellers includes three steps: (i) prediction of the wake field
behind the ship hull (ii) computation of flow over the propeller and of the related cavitation dynamics (iii) prediction
of URN in the far field.
There exist three categories of numerical methods which can be applied for step (i) and (ii):
•

Potential incompressible flow methods, e.g. lifting surface or boundary element methods, cannot capture
viscous flow features such as boundary layers and vortices. Also they can only model sheet cavities remaining
attached to the propeller blade, hence the break-up into cloud cavitation cannot be considered. However,
since potential flow methods are fast and robust they are widely used in propeller design.

•

RANSE (Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation) codes consider viscous flow features in a simplified
(averaged) way but at the expense of higher computation times and less robustness with regard to the
selected grid density. Thanks to continuously improving computing powers and meshing tools, RANSE
methods are expected to increasingly replace potential methods as the standard tool in the design process.

•

LES (large eddy simulation) codes model large vortices in more detail than RANSE but at the expense of even
higher computational effort, hence application of LES methods for the design of commercial vessels is not
expected in the near future.

For step (iii) the appropriate method is depending on the method used for step (ii):
•

If a potential code has been used, URN is typically computed by an acoustic boundary element method.
st
nd
rd
However, by this only URN at the 1 , 2 and potentially 3 blade tonal (say up to 30 Hz) can be predicted.

•

If a RANSE or LES codes have been used, the propeller analysis is typically coupled with an acoustic analogy
model, in most cases the so called 'the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings' equations. The cavitating propeller is
modeled as a series of monopole, dipole and quadrupole sources arranged on a surface surrounding the
propeller whereby their source strength is scaled to the results of step (ii). This allows the determination of
URN for much higher frequencies than with an acoustic boundary element method, but even if LES is used for
step (ii), one may expect that URN predictions for frequencies above ≈1 kHz are presently not possible
because the time steps for the hydrodynamic solution become prohibitively short to obtain such high
frequency resolution. As an alternative one may use semi-empirical methods like for tip vortex cavitation the
Empirical cavitating Tip Vortex (ETV) model, cf. (Bosschers, 2012) and (Bosschers, 2013), based on the
method described in (Raestad, 1996) and the Matusiak method (Matusiak, 1992) for the high frequency URN
broadband spectral content due to collapsing sheet cavity bubbles producing noise by their pulsations whilst
travelling downstream. However, semi-empirical methods require detailed knowledge on the appropriate
empirical input parameters to be used which need to be scaled to the results of model or full scale tests.

In summary it can be said that already nowadays the combination of semi-empirical and numerical methods gives
valuable insights for optimizing the ship’s wake and the propeller design to balance the extent of accepted cavitation,
or URN respectively, with propeller efficiency. Therefore, these methods should be applied also for commercial
vessels as far as possible in design practice. Differently to current practice for commercial vessels, the expected SL or
RNL in 1/3-octaves should be calculated within the propeller design process. This should be done for a condition
below cavitation inception speed and the design speed of the vessel. For CP propellers intended to be operated at
constant revolution rate also the minimum ship speed (propeller pitch) should be determined, which can be achieved
without onset of face cavitation.
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Present purely numerical methods for the prediction of URN from cavitating propellers are believed to need further
development before they can be used reliably as a standard tool in design practice. The focus of future research
should be on the improvement of methods for the analysis of cavitation patterns producing broadband noise in the
frequency range ≈ 80 - 500 Hz, where normally the strongest RNL from commercial vessels is observed, cf. Figure A- 14,
for instance. For this employment of increased computer powers and robust software, automatically meshing the fluid
domain based on the individual hull lines and propeller geometry, are considered essential for RANSE computations.
Anyway, the increasing use of computer aided engineering (CAE) software environments in the shipbuilding and
marine supplier industry can be expected to support the introduction of numerical methods in the years to come.
However, considering the impact on marine life, such as the Harbor Porpoise studied in (AQUO D4.3, 2015), it may
also be important to extend this range up to higher frequencies, such as 2 kHz where cavitation noise is still observed.

3.1.9 SL MODELS FOR SOUND MAP COMPUTATIONS
URN models for UW sound map computations are discussed in (AQUO R2.9, 2015) and (SONIC D2.4, 2014).
An ideal situation would be to have at one’s disposal an extended database for RNL or SL of vessels within a marine
area, however, this is unrealistic, considering also the fact that ship operational conditions vary with time. Therefore,
there is a need for reliable parametric models representing URN of different categories of ships with respect to
frequency, ship size, speed, and if possible other operational parameters. The most commonly used ship SL models
can be broadly grouped into three categories:
•

The non-parametric base-spectrum models use a single spectrum to give both the frequency dependence
and spectral level and are typically based on the average of measurements on several ships at their
operational speeds. These models have no dependence on the vessel type or operation so give the same SL
for all vessels. They are the easiest to implement in noise mapping software; however, they potentially lead
to unrealistic results in areas such as ports and harbors where vessels tend to be moving slowly (and
therefore generate less noise). The most commonly used example of this model is that of (Wales &
Heitmeyer, 2002).

•

The parametric base-spectrum models still use a base spectrum to give a fundamental frequency
dependence that is scaled according to the ship operational conditions or design. Commonly used
parameters include ship type, speed, length, tonnage and propeller tip speed. The definition of the functional
relationships between the radiated noise and the various design and operational parameters requires access
to large datasets of good quality measurements of radiated noise from a variety of ships over a range of
operating conditions. Very few of these datasets exist. While some of the functional relationships have been
published, they are frequently based on historic datasets and hence some uncertainty exists as to their
relevance to the modern merchant fleet. Examples of these models are those proposed by (Ross, 1976), the
RANDI model (Breeding, et al., 1996) and that described in (SONIC D2.3, 2015).

•

The parametric composite-spectrum approach is based upon the assumption that there are multiple sources
of noise for a ship each of which has a different spectrum and frequency dependence. When the vessel is
moving slowly and the propeller is not cavitating then the noise from the engines tends to dominate, while at
higher speeds noise from propeller cavitation dominates. The composite spectrum aims to model each of
these components separately and, similarly to the parametric base-spectrum model, uses ship operating
conditions and design parameters to determine the amplitude of each contribution. Examples of these
models are that of (Wittekind, 2014) and that proposed in (AQUO R2.9, 2015). The latter concept is further
outlined in (Audoly, et al., 2014) and examples for two ship categories are provided in Figure A- 16. The
composite-spectrum approach potentially offers the most accurate SL prediction but requires the most input
data regarding the vessel design and its current operation.
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When computing sound maps (see 0) the SL model must be representative of the monopole SL and not of the RNL in
order to be used as input to propagation models. Further the SL model needs to be accompanied by an appropriate
source depth. Note further that most current SL models do not include an azimuthal angular dependence.

3.1.9.1 AIS DATA TO CONCLUDE ON SHIP OPERATING CONDITION
AIS has been introduced for the avoidance of ship collisions and so it is not surprising that currently broadcast AIS data
is not sufficient to determine a vessel's URN. Not all vessels carry AIS equipment and not all parts of the seas are
covered by the AIS receivers. Moreover, not all parameters relevant for URN are included and for some parameters
data reliability may be not good enough. The parameters currently broadcasted by AIS are listed in Table A- 9. Of
these parameters the following may be useful to determine the SL of a ship: length, beam, draught, actual speed over
ground and ship type.
Without linking AIS data to other external databases to extract further details about the specific vessel, this is very
limited information. In order to more accurately determine the SL of a ship using AIS data, it would be desirable to add
a number of additional parameters to the AIS broadcast. This list is limited by what a ship owner can realistically be
expected to provide and by how much data can be broadcast in the AIS message. Hence, the below list provides a
selection of the most desirable parameters to be included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More specific ship type categories, in particular the division of the cargo ship type category
Design speed
Automatic updating of draught (e.g. by dedicated sensor)
Propeller type (CPP or FPP)
Main engine type
Block coefficient
Propeller diameter
Number of propellers
Load conditions
Propeller revolution at design speed

3.2 SOUND PROPAGATION
The propagation loss experienced by the sound on its path from source to receptor is influenced by several
environmental parameters, many of them being frequency dependent: sea state (roughness of sea surface), sound
speed profile, sound absorption due to viscous and chemical phenomena, currents, and additionally in shallow water,
the profile of the sea bed (bathymetry) and the roughness and geo-acoustic properties of the sea bottom. Further
there exist a variety of UW sound propagation models based on different physical principles to compute the PL with
distance, e.g. the BELLHOP, Kraken, RAMGeo, Scooter and the SOPRANO model.
The variability of the environmental parameters and propagation models and its impact on the computed sound map
are discussed in (AQUO D1.6, 2015) and (SONIC D3.2, 2015) for various scenarios and reference cases. Further,
comparisons between computed and measured PL are provided which demonstrate that most of the existing models
have reached sufficient maturity and provide consistent results.
The number of broadband sources as well as the large area to be covered, each point of the map representing a
potential receiver position, results in a very large number of point to point computations. Additionally, the band of
frequencies to be computed is wider than the domain of application of most available individual models, therefore
likely requiring some form of hybrid modelling. These challenges specific to sound map computation and the variety of
possible approaches available to address them make it worthwhile to compare the output of different approaches, as
well as with reference model solutions when available. For that purpose, test cases were defined for comparison of
the propagation models used by AQUO and SONIC. From discussion and comparison of the results in a common work
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shop it was concluded that there is satisfactory agreement between the methods applied by AQUO and SONIC. Some
results were presented in (Colin, et al., 2015).
In summary, the requirements on the accuracy of the environmental input data and on the abilities of the propagation
model depend on the objectives of the specific application, e.g. the use of idealized and spatially and seasonally
averaged input parameters may be very efficient and sufficiently accurate for calculating annually averaged sound
maps but might turn out insufficient if the aim is to study the effects of sound on marine life in a smaller area. In case
of doubt whether the available environmental data and the applied propagation model can be reliably used in a
defined local geographical area it is recommended that sensitivity studies are performed and compared with
measurements in the same area.

3.3 VESSEL NOISE FOOTPRINT
The sound emitted by a commercial vessel can be conveniently visualised by a vessel noise footprint as defined in 2.7
and discussed in (SONIC D3.1, 2014). Figure 2 gives examples of vessel noise footprints, based on a statistical source
level model (Wales & Heitmeyer, 2002) and on the measured source level of a research vessel (SONIC D2.5, 2015). The
vessel noise footprint should not be confused with a sound map for a specific marine area (see 0), the former
characterizing noise immission by a single vessel in idealized conditions and the latter noise immission by ship traffic in
a real environment.

SPL [dB re 1 µPa2]

SPL [dB re 1 µPa2]

Figure 2 Left: Vessel noise footprint of a ship corresponding the Wales and Heitmeyer model (source depth 5 m),
Right: footprint of the Princess Royal at 2000 rpm (source depth 1.15 m)

3.4 RECEIVED NOISE
In (EC, 2010) the ambient noise level within the 1/3 octave bands 63 and 125 Hz averaged over one year were
specified as a suitable descriptor for UW noise pollution from commercial shipping. In addition to this, the ongoing
BIAS project, (BIAS project, 2012-2016), has emphasised the need to extend this descriptor with analyses at the 2 kHz
1/3-octave as well as broadband noise within 10 Hz - 10 kHz band.
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3.4.1 SOUND MAPS
Sound maps are illustrating the spatial and/or temporal or statistical distribution of SPLs (or received levels) in defined
geographical areas. For the computation of sound maps, the source levels of the ships operating within the area (from
AIS) and the local parameters determining the UW sound propagation physics (bathymetry, oceanographic,
meteorological and geo-acoustic data) must be known.
In (TSG UW Noise, 2013) it was recommended that the overall picture of received levels in defined marine areas
should be obtained by a combination of measurements at observation stations and computational models for the
propagation of UW noise radiated by ship traffic within the area. The feasibility of mapping the received levels in real
time, by cabled observatories and/or observatories with wireless connection, was demonstrated in AOUO over a
period of 12 months in three areas representative of the diversity of European waters (Folegot, et al., 2015).
In Figure 3 sound maps are presented which have been computed for a generic ship traffic scenario at the Skagerrak in
order to compare the UW sound propagation models applied in AQUO and SONIC, respectively. The results matched
quite well, but both models suffer from the current uncertainties regarding ship SL modeling, cf. 3.1.9.1.
As discussed in (SONIC D3.2, 2015), the output formats ('GEOTIFF' or 'NETCDF') of the sound mapping tools developed
in SONIC and AQUO are compatible with the European Atlas of the Seas, cf. (EC, 2014). However, the spatial scale of
the sound maps produced in AQUO and SONIC is currently too limited for direct implementation into this atlas.
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Figure 3 Sound maps for a generic ship traffic scenario computed with two different sound propagation computation
models, AQUO RAM model (left) and SONIC SOPRANO model (right)

3.4.1.1 WEIGHTING OF SOUND MAPS
In order to assess the impact of shipping noise on GES, sound maps need to include weighting methods and criteria
which reflect the sound sensitiveness of the species populating the marine area. The 'Noise Footprint and Mapping
Tool (NFMT)' and 'Quonops real time®', cf. 3.5, that have been developed by SONIC and AQUO respectively, allow for
application of such weighting.
The NFMT (SONIC D3.2, 2015) fits in a generic risk assessment framework as outlined by the European Science
Foundation, (Boyd, et al., 2008). The different steps and the required input of the NMFT are illustrated in Figure A- 17.
The NMFT can visualize the levels of shipping noise that are relevant for impact on local marine life, using two
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weighting criteria: the relevant frequency bands for hearing sensitivity and the diving behaviour of the respective
marine species.
For this purpose the marine mammals in the North Sea were grouped according to their diving pattern and hearing
sensitivity as follows: (i) delphinids (ii) porpoises (iii) seals (iv) baleen-whales and (v) deep divers. The composite
audiograms presented in Figure A- 18 were derived from available data for these species groups. The depth
distributions of the mammals were predicted using the 'Vertical Movement Module' of the 'Statistical Algorithms for
Estimating the Sonar Influence on Marine Megafauna' (SAFESIMM) simulation framework (Donovan, et al., 2012),
(Mollett, et al., 2009). An example for a sound map weighted in this way is presented in Figure A- 19. It shows the
yearly averaged shipping noise levels in the North Sea EEZ parts of the Netherlands and Germany, weighted according
to the hearing thresholds and diving depths of harbor porpoises.
To establish weighting criteria for fish, in SONIC approximately 135 North Sea fish species were grouped into seven
categories according to their swimming depth, hearing thresholds and upper frequency limit for hearing sensitivity
(SONIC D3.2, 2015) (Bouton, et al., 2015), see Table A- 10.
Note that the investigations on methods and criteria for the assessment of the impact of UW sound on marine life as
performed in AQUO are discussed in 3.5.2.

3.4.1.2 C ALIBRATION OF SOUND MAPS BY REAL - TIME MEASUREMENTS
The environmental parameters used as input for sound map computations can be calibrated by comparison with the
sound maps obtained by real-time measurements. Such a method has been implemented in AQUO through the
integration of real time modelling and mapping into the real-time acoustic observatory 'Listening to the Deep Ocean'
(LIDO) system (André, et al., 2011). The contribution to the sound maps from shipping was calculated using Quonops
real time® with the seabed parameters adjusted to match the measured shipping noise. The contribution from wind
was obtained using the spectral slope from the curves according (Wenz, 1962) and adjusting their level to the
measured wind noise. As reported in (Folegot, et al., 2015), an accuracy of as good as 1.5 dB on the anthropogenic
noise mapping has been achieved over a period of five months by this process.

3.4.1.3 S TATISTICAL SOUND MAPS
In (Folegot, et al., 2015) the concept of statistical sound maps is proposed. Statistical sound maps report the
probability that the sound pressure levels will remain above a certain threshold value, in statistical terms known as
the percentile or exceedance level, cf. 2.10. Hence, statistical sound maps provide added value for biological
interpretation and trend analysis. However, since percentiles are statistical indicators, they depend on the averaging
time for the individual time samples and on the total duration of the period from which the time samples are taken.
Consequently, the applied parameters need to be clearly described if statistical sound maps are used.
For the statistical sound map presented in Figure 4 the natural ambient SPL was assumed to be 69 dB (the white patch
in the top left corner of each map indicates places where shipping noise is less than 69 dB). It can be seen that
shipping noise exceeds the reference level of natural ambient sound during 75% of the time by more than 10 dB and
during 10% of the time by up to 40 dB.
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Figure 4 Statistical sound map of shipping noise south of Marseille in month January 2015 (averaging time per sample
th
th
th
1 s, from left to right - 75 , 50 and 10 percentile), (Folegot, et al., 2015)

3.4.2 AMBIENT NOISE MONITORING
Ambient noise includes natural and anthropogenic noise. Guidance on ambient noise monitoring ('Category A'
monitoring) can be found in (TSG UW Noise, 2013),
2013) (Ainslie, et al., 2014), (Verfuß, et al., 2014),
2014) (Betke, et al., 2015)
and the ongoing BIAS research project on the acoustic soundscape
soundsc
in the Baltic Sea (BIAS Project, 2012-2016).
2012
In AQUO the received noise at an observatory was monitored and processed to extract the statistical content of the
ambient noise resulting in methodologies to calibrate sound maps. The applied monitoring
onitoring and data processing
procedures for short and
d long term ambient noise level monitoring are described in (Folegot, et al., 2015).
2015)

3.4.3 PROTECTED AREAS
On IMO and European level specifically protected marine areas have been introduced, which may in future facilitate
traffic control and marine spatial planning with regard to the impact of UW noise from shipping on marine life:
•

The Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) of the IMO works with coastal states
sta and flag states
to identify and establish 'Particularly Sensitive Areas' (PSSA) for marine zones which need special protection
with regard to international maritime activities, including shipping.
shipping Guidelines for designating a PSSA are
given in (IMO, 2005) and further information provided in (IMO, 2015).. Existing PSSAs in Europe are the Baltic
Sea, the Wadden Sea, Western European Waters, Canary Islands and the Strait of Bonifacio.

•

The EU established
hed the 'Natura 2000' network to establish via its Member States 'Marine Protected Areas'
(MPA). Further information can be found in (EC, 2015) and (EC, 2007).

3.5 OCEAN SHIPPING
HIPPING NOISE FOOTPRINT
FOOTPR
TO ADDRESS IMPACT ON MARINE FAUNA
The work and findings in this section have
ha been performed, described and concluded by the AQUO consortium.

3.5.1 OCEAN SHIPPING NOISE FOOTPRINT
The ocean shipping noise footprint,, proposed by AQUO, is conceived as a tool able to quantify the anthropogenic
pressure induced by the introduction of noise into the marine environment and thus meant as a decision tool for
regulators and other stakeholders. The ocean shipping noise footprint, therefore (i) can be expressed in a very large
diversity
ty of metrics (sound pressure levels, peak levels, sound exposure levels, perceived noise levels, exceedance
exceed
levels etc. (ii) embrace any type of averaging or statistical processing (iii) iss therefore compliant with any existing
ISO/ANSI standard (iv) allows
ws the quantification of the levels arising from any kind of maritime activity or group of
activities (v) is a compliant tool to assess MSFD indicators 11.1.1 and indicators 11.1.2.
Further,
er, the proposed definition of the ocean shipping noise footprint is generic enough to embrace (i) the ability to
relate anthropogenic noise to any kind of effect of noise to species, without explicit allusion to any species (ii) the
ability to be turned into perceived levels by applying any ad-hoc
ad
transformation (iii) the ability to be applicable for the
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future progress on the knowledge on the effect of noise to species. Indeed, this
th definition
finition of the ocean noise footprint
allows mathematical derivations in order to relate with its influence on the biological environment, or
o the 'perceived
noise footprint', where noise falls within the frequency band of perception of a given species present in the area.
The determination of ocean shipping noise footprints is discussed in (AQUO D1.2, 2013) and (AQUO D1.6, 2015). An
example for an ocean shipping noise footprint assessed in the west of the English Channel is presented in Figure A- 20.

3.5.2 IMPACT ON MARINE FAUNA
In order to investigate whether measures
ures are effective in mitigating the negative impact of shipping noise on marine
life, the methodology and tools described
escribed in (AQUO D4.1, 2013) were developed. The approach uses impact
thresholds in order to quantify an identified
ident
impact for a defined species in a given marine area.
The impact of the anthropogenic noise pollution on the marine fauna, in general, has been recognized. Nevertheless it
is mandatory to clearly identify what foreseen impact is addressed and what species
species are concerned. The sensitivity of
marine life to UW noise is a complex subject. Different effects, each with its own related zone of influence around an
acoustic source, can be identified for the marine animals (as illustrated in Figure 5).
). A large variability exists between
species in terms of how well they can perceive UW sound. There is a substantial lack of knowledge on how sound is
being used for communication, orientation, and feeding and very limited information
information on dose-response
dose
relationships
for the different effects. This limits the capability of predicting when and where animals are affected. Knowledge on
how adverse effects translate into population level consequences is lacking as well.

Figure 5 Simplified illustration of potential noise induced effects on marine animals: relationship
elationship between noise levels,
distance from the source and potential effects,
effects (AQUO D4.5, 2015). Note that in reality the
he overlap of the different
zones may deviate from the order indicated here.
here
An acoustic sound wave consists of both sound pressure variations and particle motion indicating the displacement,
the velocity and the acceleration of the particles in the sound wave. Like other mammals, marine mammals are
sensitive to the sound pressure component of an acoustic field. Fishes can be sensitive to the pressure component as
well as to the particle motion of the sound field (Popper & Fay, 2011). Invertebrates like squids are mainly sensitive to
particle motion (Mooney, et al., 2010).
2010) Due to a lack of sound data in terms of particle motion,
motion it was focused on
sound pressures.
The effectiveness of mitigation was quantified in case studies for different effects on three different marine species:
species
•

the displacement of cod fishes

•

the masking effect on harbour porpoises

•

the hearing impairment on cuttlefishes

From these specific studies, key parameters were extracted as the key input into Quonops real time® (Folegot, 2015).
Quonops real time® is dedicated to the area manager who needs to assess the current status of his area of interest as
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well as to extrapolate the consequences of different traffic scenario and mitigation measures enforcement. The bioacoustics criteria used in this simulation tool are resulting from experiments (AQUO D4.5, 2015) carried out on three
species representative of European waters:
•

A fish: the Atlantic cod, (AQUO D4.2, 2015).

•

A marine mammal : the harbor porpoise (AQUO D4.3, 2015).

•

An invertebrate: the cuttlefish (AQUO D4.4, 2015).

3.5.2.1 D ISPLACEMENT EFFECTS OF FISHES
There are a few studies that show behavioral reaction by cod to ship noise (including noise from a trawl). These show
strong reactions of flight in shoals of cod, moving horizontally away and downwards in front of passing and
approaching vessels (Buerkle, 1974). Flight reactions away from the source have also been shown for caged cod with
playback of vessel noise (Engås, et al., 1998) In an early ICES paper, (Mitson, 1995) concluded that cod could show a
behavioral reaction to broadband sound pressure levels at about 30-40 dB above their hearing threshold, depending
on frequency and ambient noise level. This finding correlates with those described in (AQUO D4.2, 2015) which show
that tagged wild cod reacted to shipping noise of about 120 to 140 dB re 1 μPa (10-500 Hz). In order to use this
information into the Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint model (AQUO D5.7, 2015), and illustrated in Figure A- 21, the
sound pressure levels in terms of 1/3 octave bands were estimated. For the 63 Hz and 125 Hz 1/3-octave bands the
proposed thresholds are 115 dB re 1 μPa² and 131 dB re 1 μPa², respectively.

3.5.2.2 M ASKING OF HARBOUR PORPOISE
The masking effect of ship radiated noise on detection of narrowband signals by four harbor porpoises was tested at
frequencies between 0.5-16 kHz in a controlled acoustic environment at two facilities in the Netherlands. A play-back
noise resembling the UW acoustic signature of ships (red noise, with a spectral maximum at 100 Hz, decreasing in
power by 6 dB per octave) was used as masker for the narrowband stimuli (Lucke, 2015). The results, detailed in
(AQUO D4.3, 2015), show that ship noise has the potential to mask the auditory perception of harbor porpoises over
the entire frequency range tested in this study. Masking through ship noise changes the entire auditory scene for
harbor porpoises and gradually reduces the range over which they can operate acoustically, i.e. detect the
narrowband vocalisations of their predators (whistles killer whales). This, in turn, can negatively affect the animals’
energy budget and ultimately their fitness and population dynamics.

3.5.2.3 I MPAIRMENT OF CUTTLEFISHES
The possible effects of an acoustic impact on cephalopods are currently unknown. In fact, there is limited knowledge
on the effect of UW noise on invertebrates in general. Although startle responses were observed in caged
cephalopods exposed to air gun signals (McCauley, et al., 2000), no further studies addressed, until very recently
(André, et al., 2011) noise-induced morphological changes in these species. Although there is now evidence that the
cuttlefish statocysts present acoustic trauma after exposure to low frequency sounds (Solé, et al., 2012), (Solé, et al.,
2013) there was not yet enough data to quantify these reactions to establish threshold values. Offshore noise
exposure comparative experiments on common cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis) conducted, in similar conditions as during
the laboratory study, in terms of sound characteristics, received levels and time exposure. Particle motion
measurements were also conducted, both in laboratory conditions, as well as at the same locations and depths where
the individuals were exposed at sea. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed similar injuries in the inner
structure of the statocysts, as those found in cuttlefish in previous experiments. As for the particle motion data, the
amplitudes (total sum of x, y and z components) were decreasing with increasing distance between the sensor. These
findings support the validity of the previous results in laboratory conditions. (AQUO D4.4, 2015).
Since masking is not an issue for these species as they apparently do not make use of sound, the bioacoustics criteria
that can be taken into account in the Ocean Shipping Noise footprint are the ones that triggered acoustic trauma both
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in laboratory and at-sea conditions. For the 63 Hz and 125 Hz 1/3-octave bands the proposed thresholds are
107 dB re 1μPa² and 119 dB re 1 μPa² respectively.

3.5.2.4 P ROXIES AND THRESHOLDS USED FOR COMBINING NOISE MAPS AND SENSITIVITY CRITERIA
Based on biological studies on the effect of exposure to shipping noise for harbor porpoises and Atlantic cods, (AQUO
D4.5, 2015) has proposed thresholds for numerically assessing the potential risk of masking and behavioral reactions,
cf Table A- 11. These thresholds are derived from the experiments described here above.
The risk of masking cannot be assessed in a generic way. In order to demonstrate the applicability of the methodology,
two scenarios have been implemented to assess masking:
•

Masking of communication signal used by female Atlantic Cods to spawn: female spawning cod are most of
the time close to the bottom. Female cod uses low frequency broadband sounds to communicate with the
male cod located in the bottom to 50 m up depth interval. We have used Rmax=20 m averaged distance
between female and male cods to evaluate the risk of masking of this signal from shipping noise.

•

Masking of Killer Whale predator sounds located at Rmax=100m distance from a harbor porpoise.
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4 SOLUTIONS & MITIGATION MEASURES
The main objective of any UW noise mitigation solution applied to commercial vessels is to reduce the impact of ship
traffic on marine life in biologically sensitive areas. Naturally, this can only be realized by reducing the noise radiation
of the vessels sailing in the area. However, it is unrealistic to impose RNL-limits for all vessels, in all areas and under all
circumstances. Consequently, it will depend on the operation area and service profile of a vessel, whether permanent
(technical) or temporary (operational) mitigation measures should be preferred to achieve the desired noise reduction.
These guidelines address both, permanent as well as temporary noise reduction solutions. Following an overview of
technical and operational UW noise mitigation measures in 4.1 and 4.2, more detailed studies on the effectiveness of
noise abatement and the related impact on fuel efficiency are presented in 0.

4.1 OVERVIEW OF TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS
There exist many technical solutions for the mitigation of single vessel radiated noise, varying in cost and the amount
and frequency range of noise reduction. Of course, the solutions offering the highest noise reduction in the frequency
range of interest with least impact on building/operating cost should be preferred, but compromises are likely to be
faced. Therefore, the optimum solution accounting for the individual priorities and the given requirements on RNL
limitation should be planned as early as possible in the design process. This is true for both, new building as well as
retrofit projects.
Within a given frequency range, the loudest noise sources on board a vessel will dominate the overall amount of
radiated noise and, hence, these noise sources need to be addressed first.
After a discussion of the impact of the ship concept on the fundamental noise radiation characteristics of a new ship
design in 4.1.1, noise mitigation solutions for the two most important UW noise sources on board commercial vessels,
the propeller and the main engine, are addressed in 0 and 4.1.3, respectively.

4.1.1 SHIP CONCEPT AND POWER REQUIREMENTS
For new ship designs URN can be reduced indirectly by decreasing the required propulsion power whilst maintaining
the specified service speed. This solution will also result in higher fuel efficiency and, consequently, it is of
fundamental interest also for ship owners and operators.
A decrease of the required propulsion power can be achieved by extensive use of lightweight materials, however, this
may increase building cost and also lead to increased noise radiation by the machinery.
In modern ship design, computational hull shape optimization methods are increasingly used to minimize the required
propulsion power and thus to maximise fuel efficiency, respectively.
Identically, the optimized approach to address UW noise issues is to include it in the specifications and thus in the
design process. For instance, provided that the inflow to the propeller is carefully studied and is not negatively
affected by changing the hull aft body shape, the reduction of UW radiated noise can be expected. Hence,
consideration of UW noise becomes a by-product of the application of modern design methods.
As discussed in 3.1.1.2, a vessel normally radiates less noise if operated at speeds below its design speed. Since the
introduction of 'slow steaming' after the financial crisis in 2011, many vessels are operated currently significantly
below their design speed, probably having resulted in a reduction of overall UW noise pollution from commercial
shipping. However, this trend is not believed to be sustainable because nowadays for the majority of new hull
concepts low design speeds are chosen anyway.
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4.1.2 REDUCTION OF PROPELLER NOISE
Waterborne noise from ship propellers is mainly generated by cavitation phenomena. Consequently, cavitation needs
to be reduced in order to mitigate such UW noise.

4.1.2.1 P ROPELLER CONCEPT
In general, in the preliminary design stage, less cavitation and thus lower noise radiation can be achieved by reducing
the propeller load, e.g. by increasing the propeller diameter or its number of blades or by lowering its revolution rate.
However, for a commercial vessel the choice of these parameters is normally governed by other design parameters,
such as the available space and the propulsive efficiency, for instance. Therefore, these propeller noise reduction
measures appear only promising when compliant with the other design targets.
In the conceptual stage of planning the propulsion plant for a new ship design it is of course also possible to select
another type of propulsor or arrangement which is known to be inherently more silent than a conventional propeller,
e.g. a water jet, pump jet, podded drives or a twin propeller arrangement. But again it can be expected that for
commercial vessels other design requirements like fuel efficiency, CAPEX cost and operational needs will determine
the final choice of type and arrangement of the propulsor and that the strength of noise radiation will be ultimately of
secondary interest only.
Although podded propulsion units combine the advantages of electric propulsion systems with a reduced risk of
cavitation they may radiate stronger UW noise at low frequencies due to the structure borne noise induced by the
electric motors at the hull plating of the pod gondola, cf. (Yarsenko, 2012).
Whether a FP or CP propeller is selected for a new ship design will depend on a variety of boundary conditions. If the
ship is equipped with a slow running main engine, as the majority of large cargo vessels, a FPP will be used and if it is
driven by a medium or high speed engine a CPP is the most likely option. At nominal ship speed, CP propellers tend to
be slightly louder than FP propellers due to their relatively higher thrust load. However, as discussed in 3.1.1.2, 4.2.1.1
and 4.3.3, a much more important difference between CP and FP propellers is the fact that CP propellers can generate
considerable UW noise at low ship speeds.
In recent years dynamic positioning (DP) systems are increasingly used for station keeping of offshore vessels. For high
powers the thruster propellers may radiate strong UW noise. Moreover, noise radiation into the marine area may last
for hours or even days. UW noise mitigation for vessels equipped with DP are different to those applied to the
propulsion plants of commercial vessels and, therefore, have not been investigated in AQUO or SONIC. However,
further research on this topic is recommended in order to quantify the relative contribution of DP vessels on the
overall received levels in sensitive marine areas.

4.1.2.2 W AKE AND PROPULSION I MPROVEMENT DEVICES
The hull wake and the effective inflow to the propeller are significant factors regarding propeller performance and the
occurrence of cavitation. By improving the wake the propulsive efficiency can be increased in combination with a
reduction of UW radiated noise. In the past a variety of wake and propulsion improvement devices has been
developed, mainly for efficiency gains but also for the abatement of excessive on board noise and vibration. This
includes devices arranged upstream of the propeller (wake equalizing ducts, pre-swirl stators, spoilers, fins,
asymmetric aft body), in the propeller plane itself (nozzles) or downstream of the propeller (indirect URN reduction
via efficiency increase by e.g. costa rudder bulb, boss cap fins). In many cases, such devices offer the additional
advantage of indirect URN reduction by a reduction of the required propulsive power. Detail studies on some
propulsion improvement devices are presented in 4.3.4.
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4.1.2.3 P ROPELLER BLADE GEOMETRY
The use of specific types of propeller can be an interesting alternative to conventional propellers. Several types of
non-conventional propellers exist: end-plate (CLT), Kappel etc. The main purpose is to improve some of the
deficiencies of the conventional propellers related mostly to propulsive efficiency and cavitation. However, the use of
such specific propellers is today not very common. (AQUO D5.5, 2015) describes a case were a reduction of URN in
combination with an increase of fuel efficiency was obtained by using a CLT end-plate propeller. As can be concluded
from the towing tank results presented in Figure A- 26 significant efficiency gains could be achieved in comparison
with the existing conventional propeller design. Cavitation tank tests are reported to have further shown more stable
cavitation patterns of the CLT design resulting into strongly reduced broadband pressures in comparison to the base
line design but the tonal components were not improved. Also these investigations confirmed the importance of a
careful design process and a proper testing program to obtain an optimum overall solution.
Propeller cavitation and the related noise radiation can be reduced by adequate design of the propeller geometry, e.g.
by modifying pitch, camber, chord and profile shapes or skew. However, the impact of the design change on the
propeller efficiency has to be observed. As discussed in 0 and 3.1.8, experimental and numerical methods should be
employed to investigate the effect of design changes on noise radiation and propulsive efficiency in the design stage.
A more detailed study is presented in 4.3.1

4.1.2.4 A IR I NJECTION AND BUBBLE CURTAINS
Noise radiation by cavitating ship propellers can be reduced in two ways:
•

Reducing cavitation by air injection directly into the cavitating regions.

•

Attenuating noise propagation by generating isolating bubble curtains around the propeller and its
downstream flow.

The former method is normally used for special vessels. Investigations and conclusions on the latter method are
presented in 4.3.2.

4.1.3 REDUCTION OF MACHINERY NOISE
Machinery induced UW noise is mainly generated by structure borne sound as introduced by the machinery into the
foundations, propagating further through the hull structure, enforcing vibration of the immersed hull plating and thus
finally resulting in the radiation of UW sound. In contrast, it should be noted that air borne sound emitted by the
machinery is far less important for the creation of UW sound, because it normally does not enforce hull plating
vibration of relevant magnitude.
The impact of the choice of the machinery concept on URN is discussed in 4.1.3.1, isolation measures to abate the
introduction of vibration and sound into the hull structure in 4.1.3.2, solutions to mitigate sound propagation through
the structure in 4.1.3.3 and approaches for the reduction of the UW noise radiation efficiency in 4.1.3.4.

4.1.3.1 M ACHINERY CONCEPT
Mitigation of machinery induced UW noise on board commercial ships is most effective by reducing the strength of
the noise source or by isolating the noise source from the ship hull.

4.1.3.1.1 D IESEL ENGINES
Slow speed (2-stroke) main engines
The vast majority of commercial vessels is driven by 2-stroke engines. Due to their large weight and powers 2-stroke
engines need to be rigidly mounted. Since a reduction of combustion pressures for noise reduction would be
conflicting with fuel efficiency there remains only engine operation at rated power, to reduce the introduction of
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structure borne noise into the foundation. On the other hand 2-stroke engines are the most fuel-efficient main drive
and so they can be expected to remain the dominating power source of commercial shipping in the foreseeable future.
Medium speed (4-stroke) main engines
The other option for commercial vessels is the use of medium-speed 4-stroke (large bore) diesel engines. These
engines can be mounted elastically which makes them an ideal candidate for URN reduction. On the other hand, they
usually require a gearbox which may turn out as a significant UW noise source itself and thus may require specific
measures for the reduction of tonal sound stemming from it.
On long trans-continental shipping routes medium speed main engines cannot compete with slow speed engines due
to their higher operational cost. However, for smaller vessels operating mainly on intra-European routes they are used
more frequently, mainly in combination with CP propellers.
Measurements of UW noise radiated by the main engines of commercial vessels are rare because often masked by
propeller noise, however, the vibration velocity at the engine seating can be considered as a rough indicator to
compare the levels and frequency ranges of UW noise emitted by different main engine types and arrangements. This
is illustrated in the left part of Figure A- 22 showing the vibration levels measured at the foundations of a 2- and 4stroke engine of similar power. Below 100 Hz similar levels can be observed but for higher frequencies the levels
induced by medium speed engines are 10 - 15 dB higher. Generally it can be said, that rigidly mounted medium speed
engines are likely to generate at higher frequencies higher RNL than slow speed engines.
High speed (4-stroke) main engines
Some special ship types like High Speed Craft (HSC), pleasure craft or smaller naval and offshore supply vessels are
typically equipped with high-speed engines. These engines emit only low structure-borne noise levels because they
are always resiliently mounted and characterized by a very compact design of the engine housing. However, due to
their high cost, low fuel efficiency and the limited available powers they are used for special ships only.

4.1.3.1.2 S TEAM / G AS TURBINES
Thanks to their well-balanced rotating masses and high revolution rates, turbines generate very low structure borne
noise levels and, additionally, they can be better isolated than diesel engines. However, they are much less fuel
efficient than diesel engines and therefore not economically feasible for noise mitigation on commercial vessels.

4.1.3.1.3 D IESEL - ELECTRIC PROPULSION
Diesel-electric propulsion systems are typically used for vessels with strict requirements for on board noise and
vibration and UW radiated noise, e.g. cruise ships and research vessels. However, due to their high cost and the
necessity to use clean fuels, this concept is not considered a realistic option for the majority of commercial ships.

4.1.3.2 R ESILIENT MOUNTING
The arrangement of elastic mountings between the machinery and its foundation is an efficient and sea proven
solution for the reduction of on-board noise and vibration for noise sensitive vessels. This is illustrated in the right
hand part of Figure A- 22 showing the vibration levels measured at a resiliently mounted medium speed engine on the
test bed above and below the elastic elements. Due to the resilient support the vibration level decreases by 20 - 40 dB
over the whole frequency range. Although such large reduction as on the test bed cannot be achieved for engines
installed on board a vessels (typically 10 dB and 20 dB can be achieved for medium and high frequencies, respectively),
this demonstrates the great potential to reduce URN by mounting medium speed engines resiliently. However, as
stated previously, the reduction of the overall RNL for a particular vessel can be much lower, depending on the
relative importance of machinery and propeller noise, also in relationship with the ship speed and operational
conditions.
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For the design of a properly functioning elastic mounting some further aspects have to be observed:
•

The resonance frequencies of the elastically mounted machine must not comply with any relevant excitation
frequencies generated by the machine itself or by the propeller or the main engine.

•

The lowest excitation frequency of the elastically mounted machine must be at least 50% higher than the
fundamental resonance frequency of the elastic mounting.

•

From a vibration and noise point of view it would be desirable to have an as soft as possible resilient
mounting. However this may be in conflict with safety requirements for operation in heavy sea conditions.

•

The dynamic stiffness of the foundation must be much greater than the stiffness of the mountings, and
structural resonances of the foundation should be avoided.

•

There are other mechanical links between the engine and the structure, such as shaft lines, pipe work and
electric cables. The stiffness of these noise flanking paths should be lower than the stiffness of the elastic
mounts, or at least taken into account in the design.

Regarding fuel efficiency the installation of elastic mountings is not expected to have any significant impact, however
they require some maintenance, because they need to be replaced at least once during the life cycle of a vessel due to
the ageing process of the elastic rubber elements.
Active mounting technology has been available for many years, but its comparatively high cost will probably limit its
application to special vessels. Another mounting that is currently explored is the air-suspension type. Main limitations
are the added cost for compressors and that it is not yet adequate for heavy sea condition.

4.1.3.3 A BATEMENT OF STRUCTURE BORNE SOUND TRANSMISSION
The transmission of structure borne sound from the machinery foundations to the outer hull plating can be reduced
by several measures:
•

Increase of foundation stiffness and resonance avoidance through structural reinforcement.

•

Application of damping materials/layers or damping devices to reduce sound transmissibility.

•

Decoupling the foundation structure from the outer hull plating by means of a double hull design.

All measures can be realised with negligible impact on fuel efficiency. However, the use of a double hull construction
is considered realistic for special ships only.
A detailed study on URN mitigation by structural reinforcement of the main engine foundation is presented in 4.3.5.

4.1.3.4 R EDUCING UW NOISE RADIATION FROM THE HULL SHELL
To reduce the sound radiation into the fluid due to vibrating hull plates the vibratory amplitudes and/or the radiation
efficiency of the shell structure needs to be minimized.
The power radiated by the hull depends on the average vibration level of the hull plating. The vibration amplitudes
can be reduced by an appropriate structural design of the shell structure, i.e. the selection of plate thickness, stiffener
and girder spacing need to be suitable for the individual acoustic specification. However, resonance effects and
potentially increased radiation efficiency with increased stiffness have to be observed if assessing the benefit of such
measures.
The radiation efficiency of the shell structure can be significantly reduced by application of decoupling hull coating
which is a low acoustic impedance layer consisting typically of visco-elastic tiles, typically a few centimetres thick, and
containing air cavities. Reductions of machinery noise by about 10 dB at medium frequencies and 20 dB at high
frequencies can be achieved, proving efficient for a vessel where machinery noise is dominating over propeller noise.
Decoupling hull coatings are suitable for retrofit and have no significant impact on fuel consumption. However, the
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solution is not efficient at low frequencies and as a relatively large area of the hull needs to be treated, the cost may
be an issue.
The presence of air bubbles in water strongly affects the sound propagation. When an acoustic wave crosses such an
area, significant propagation loss occurs. This principle is applied with the objective to reduce UW noise radiated by
the hull into the water, by creating a bubble curtain at the boundary of the radiated hull, resulting in a reduction of
radiation efficiency and consequently of noise emitted into the far field. There are only few examples of such systems
applied to ships, with the most widely recognised being the Prairie masker system used for naval. The solution
presented in
Figure A- 23 can be considered for the reduction of machinery as well as propeller noise.

4.2 OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONAL MITIGATION MEASURES
In these guidelines two types of operational mitigation measures are distinguished: those in direct control of the ship
operator and those in control of the authority responsible for the marine area. The former are discussed in 4.2.1 and
the latter in 4.2.2.

4.2.1 MITIGATION SOLUTIONS IN DIRECT CONTROL OF THE SHIP OPERATOR
URN mitigation measures for the real-time control of noise radiation by the ship master are discussed in 4.2.1.1 and
those realised by regular hull and propeller maintenance in 4.2.1.2.

4.2.1.1 R EAL TIME CONTROL OF NOISE RADIATION
Ship speed reduction is normally the most powerful real time control of noise radiation and further discussed in
3.1.1.2 and 4.2.2.2.
There are further real time UW noise mitigation solutions but they require some technical preparations in order to be
effectively used in daily ship operation.
•

As discussed in 4.3.3 operation of a CP propellers according to the designed combinator curve will result in
higher fuel efficiency and less noise radiation for low ship speeds.

•

Selecting the vessel trim with the aid of trim optimisation systems will reduce the required propulsion power
and, thus indirectly URN.

•

For DP vessels the proper selection of the needed power for station keeping as well as the minimisation of
output SL of acoustic signals used to locate the vessel position.

4.2.1.2 S HIP MAINTENANCE
Regular hull and propeller maintenance for improved fuel efficiency will implicitly reduce URN, since by decreasing the
frictional resistance of hull and/or propeller the same vessel speed can be maintained with less propulsion power.
The fouling rate of the ship hull and the propeller is commonly reduced by anti-fouling paints and coatings or electrical
antifouling devices. Hull fouling or roughness condition monitoring systems are increasingly popular to conclude on
the optimum hull cleaning and propeller polishing intervals.
The order of magnitude of URN reduction which can be achieved by regular hull and propeller maintenance is
illustrated in Figure 6, e.g. if the service speed has increased from 19 to 20 kn(5 %) due to maintenance measures, the
implicitly achieved URN reduction is ≈1 -2 dB. However, higher reductions can be achieved by propeller polishing, if
fouling of the propeller is so severe that it will trigger propeller cavitation.
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Figure 6 Estimated reduction of SL for increase of service design speed by enhanced maintenance

4.2.2 MITIGATION SOLUTIONS APPLIED AT SHIP TRAFFIC CONTROL LEVEL
Three kinds of UW noise mitigation solutions by traffic control have been distinguished: marine spatial planning
(4.2.2.1), introduction of speed limits (4.2.2.2) and use of noise labels (4.2.2.3).
No universal recommendation can be given, since almost everywhere an individual combination of ship traffic
characteristics, environmental parameters and marine wild life is encountered. However, for a defined local marine
area, the optimum solution can be found by feeding the specific ship traffic characteristics into noise mapping tools
and subsequent simulation of the relevant traffic control scenarios. Thus, the reduction of the received noise levels
can be quantified and compared. Ideally, the effectiveness of UW noise mitigation will be assessed under
consideration of the noise sensation characteristics of the local marine fauna. However, it is acknowledged that there
exist still significant knowledge gaps in this field of research.

4.2.2.1 M ARINE SPATIAL PLANNING
Marine spatial planning offers several options to reduce noise radiation from commercial shipping into sensitive
marine areas. In this connection it should be recollected that the noise level received from a group of ships at a certain
location and time is always dominated by the loudest or nearest ship in the group, cf. illustration Figure 7. Although
this effect is not very pronounced in commercial shipping, since vessels travel normally in comparatively large
distances, it can be exploited for noise mitigation in areas of dense ship traffic, of course only as long as shipping
safety is not impaired.
Depending on the individual focus of UW noise mitigation there exist several approaches for marine spatial planning:
•

Traffic concentration - like Traffic Separation Schemes (TSS) this solution aims at concentrating ship traffic on
prescribed shipping routes, however, not for the purpose of collision avoidance but to guide the vessels on
routes distant from noise sensitive areas.

•

Traffic dilution - this solution aims at routing the traffic in such a way that traffic density is as homogeneous
as possible to avoid high intensity 'hot spots'.

•

Separation of single vessels on shipping lane - this measures aims at a regular distance between successive
vessels operating on the same shipping lane. The objective of this solution is also the avoidance of high
intensity 'hot spots'.

•

Grouping of single vessels on shipping lane - in this approach vessels capable of sailing at the same speed are
grouped according to their noise radiation characteristics, in order to mask the noise radiated by the quieter
ships by the louder ones. This will result in a spatial and/or temporal reduction of the affected marine area.

•

Exploitation of bathymetry features - this solution exploits the fact that low frequency UW sound (below the
so-called 'cut-off frequency') cannot propagate in shallow water due to the absorption and diffusion of the
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sound waves at the sea bottom and surface, respectively. As can be concluded from the illustration in Figure
8, UW noise below 20 Hz cannot propagate over large distances in water depth below ≈40 m, for instance.
•

Exploitation of geographical features - also specific geographical features can be used for marine spatial
planning, either by confining radiated noise (e.g. by establishing a TSS above and along UW canyons) or by
using natural UW sound barriers, e.g. islands, for the organisation of ship traffic.

Naturally, all measures directing a vessel away from the shortest route to its arrival port will have a negative impact
on overall fuel consumption. Such negative effects may be avoided by combining marine spatial planning for UW noise
reduction with weather routing systems as increasingly used for ship safety purposes and/or to reduce fuel
consumption through the avoidance of bad weather zones.
The results of detailed studies on the effect of relocating a shipping route on received levels are presented in 0.

Figure 7 Illustration of the logarithmic effect of superimposition of
multiple UW sound radiation sources

Figure 8 Approx. water depth (m) below which
shallow water cut-off effect can be exploited

4.2.2.2 S PEED LIMITS
As discussed in 3.1.3 significant reductions of single vessel radiated noise can be achieved by decreasing ship speed
and, consequently, UW noise in vicinity of sensitive areas can also be reduced by setting absolute (kn) or relative
speed limits (percent of design speed). On the other hand, sailing at lower speed, the vessel will remain for a longer
time in the concerned area. Moreover, as described before, CP propellers operated at high revolution rate can emit
strong UW noise even at low ship speeds. Again the best solution for the individual case needs to be selected by
investigating ship traffic scenarios with the appropriate SL models.
The results of detailed studies on the effect of introducing a speed limit on a shipping route are presented in 0 and
4.3.7.

4.2.2.3 N OISE LABELLING
UW noise in sensitive marine areas can also be controlled by prohibiting those vessel pass through the area which
radiate noise exceeding prescribed threshold values. Suitable, threshold values can be defined based on the specific
local requirements or, in a more general way, by introducing 'noise labels', as for instance the URN-Index discussed in
3.1.6 or absolute noise limits proposed within the framework of voluntary notations of classification societies such as
(Bureau Veritas, 2014) or (DNV, 2010) at a ship level.
Compared to speed limitations such an approach leaves more flexibility to the ship operator by which means the
required reduction of single vessel radiated noise is achieved.
The results of detailed studies on the effect of introducing a SL limit on the vessels operating on a shipping route are
presented in 0. and 4.3.7.
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4.3 DETAIL INVESTIGATIONS ON TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL SOLUTIONS
In this chapter the most promising technical and operational UW noise mitigation solutions are discussed. For each
solution the achievable amount of noise reduction, its impact on fuel efficiency and important aspects with regard to
its practical implementation are addressed. Mitigation measures for single vessel noise and shipping noise are dealt
with in 4.3.1 - 4.3.5 and 0 - 4.3.7, respectively.

4.3.1 PROPELLER DESIGN
In order to decrease propeller radiated noise, cavitation has to be reduced. This is possible by improving the inflow to
the propeller by wake optimisation, see 4.3.4, or by modifying the propeller geometry. Since the global propeller
design parameters like diameter, revolution rate and key operating conditions are usually fixed at an early design
stage and are constrained by other design criteria than radiated noise, the propeller designer is left to modify the
propeller blade geometry, by adjusting parameters such as pitch and camber distribution, blade skew and chord
lengths and profile shapes of the blade sections.
Conventionally, propeller cavitation is reduced by unloading the blade tips to avoid tip vortex cavitation and/or by
increase of the blade area to avoid sheet cavitation. However, both measures are normally accompanied by a
reduction of propulsive efficiency of up to 10 % (Lightelijn, 2010), of course, depending on the characteristics of the
base line design and the required reduction of propeller pressure pulses and radiated noise.
It can be a difficult compromise to optimise a propeller not only to maximise efficiency, but also to reduce noise,
vibrations and cavitation, ideally for several key operating points for the propeller. (Bertetta, et al., 2012) describe a
generic conventional CPP design, using an optimization approach, with the intention of improving efficiency, reducing
noise cavitation, and ensuring good performance at two operational conditions. The original and optimised propeller
geometry is presented in Figure A- 24 and a comparison of the propeller performance at nominal and reduced pitch
setting in Figure A- 25. These results demonstrate that for CP propellers improved propellers designs from the point of
view of efficiency and noise can be achieved, however the level of improvement will depend on the base line propeller
design. Further examples of noise reduction by changing the CP control strategy are presented in 4.3.3.

4.3.2 AIR INJECTION
AQUO investigated the reduction of machinery and propeller noise by means of a bubble curtain isolating the hull and
propeller from the surrounding fluid as conventionally applied for naval vessels, (AQUO D5.3, 2015). The reduction of
RNL was estimated for a generic cargo vessel at 14 kn. The result in Figure A- 27 shows that all noise components are
affected leading to an estimated reduction of the total RNL by 3 - 6 dB, depending on the frequency range.
There are limited records of the impact of such systems on fuel efficiency, however an increase of power demand by
roughly 1 - 2% is considered realistic. The practical implementation of this solution requires the installation of pipe
work with outlets for the generation of the bubbles and a suitable air compressor. The solution can be considered for
new designs but also for retrofit to some extent. However, maintenance can be an issue, making this solution less
attractive for commercial vessels.
The SONIC project focused on the effect of injecting air upstream the propeller to attenuate the noise from sheet and
tip vortex cavitation. This was realised by means of a hydrodynamically designed ring with injection holes at the
trailing edge equally spaced around the circumference.
The effect on RNL in full scale (scaled from model scale) for different levels of air injection flow rate is presented in
Figure A- 28. In the frequency range 40 - 400 Hz a significant reduction of RNL by ≈10 - 15 dB is achieved. Moreover, it
can be observed that considerable improvement can be obtained also at smaller air flow rates and that a decrease of
the frequency of maximum noise radiation can be observed with increasing flow rate. The impact of the air flow rate
on the vessel noise footprint in a range of 25 km distance to the vessel is illustrated in Figure A- 29. Without air
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injection a SPL of 110 dB level is received as far as in 20 km distance. This reduces to 10 km for an airflow rate of
0.2 l/min. Model tests for this system showed that the reduction of propulsive efficiency due to the additional air in
the upstream flow is less than 0.5 % and that power demand for air compression is practically negligible. However, the
additional drag from the upstream ring will reduce overall efficiency by 2-3 %. This disadvantage could be solved by
combining air injection and wake improvement in one device to obtain both, a reduction of URN as well as an
increased fuel efficiency.

4.3.3 CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR CP PROPELLERS
CP propellers offer the advantage that the pitch of the propeller blades can be chosen for optimum propulsion
efficiency for any ship speed. If the ship speed shall be reduced in port areas this is best accomplished by a
combination of pitch and rpm reduction, following the so-called 'combinator curve' which is programmed in the
propulsion control system. However, if the vessel is equipped with a shaft generator (power take off) the rpm cannot
be changed because the typical electrical systems on-board commercial vessels require a constant frequency for
power supply. Thus, the reduction of vessel speed is often realised by decreasing propeller pitch at constant rpm
('constant rpm mode'), accepting the lower propulsive efficiency in this operation mode. Moreover, CP propellers can
generate considerable noise after onset of face cavitation, if operated in constant rpm mode at low ship speeds, cf.
3.1.3. Ultimately, this results in unnecessarily high fuel consumption, excessive cavitation and increased noise levels.
For this reason AQUO and SONIC investigated the advantages of propeller control according to the combinator curve.
SONIC applied two computational approaches for the comparison of the operation modes. By both methods it was
confirmed that broadband cavitation noise can be mitigated significantly for low ship speeds if a combinatory instead
of a constant RPM control strategy is used, see Figure A- 30.
The same finding was obtained by AQUO for a chemical tanker by model-scale tests in a cavitation tunnel validated
against full scale URN measurements and cavitation observations, (AQUO D2.5, 2014), (Hallander, et al., 2015). It was
also confirmed that higher propulsive efficiency can be achieved by propeller control according to the combinator
curve, see Figure A- 31, however, it was also pointed out that this needs to be compared to the additional fuel
consumption and higher cost per kWh of the auxiliary engines, which need to be used for electricity production
instead of the shaft generator.
A further example of URN reduction for low ship speeds by modified pitch control is reported in (Tani, et al., 2015),
see Figure A- 32.
There will be some costs associated with retrofitting the capability for CPP control strategy including a governor for
the engine and reprogramming the control system, and also where shaft generators are used, changes in how the
auxiliary power is supplied will be required. For new build vessels, the additional costs will be much lower. A full
cost/benefit analysis is presented in (AQUO D5.5, 2015).
Also the restricted variability of the revolution rate of highly fuel efficient main engines needs to be considered in this
connection.

4.3.4 WAKE IMPROVEMENT DEVICES
The potential to reduce URN by wake improvement devices was investigated in SONIC for three wake equalising duct
arrangements and a vortex generator.
The first wake equalising duct was arranged upstream of the propeller of a 3400 TEU container vessel. As can be seen
from the computational results presented in Figure A- 33 the duct smoothens well the wake field and also reduces the
extent of sheet cavitation. Depending on the frequency range a slight reduction or increase of the source level is
observed, however, there is no clear trend for a significant reduction of URN. On the other hand it has to be
considered that the main purpose of wake equalising ducts is the improvement of the propulsive efficiency resulting in
an indirect reduction of URN, since less power is needed to maintain the same service speed.
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Similar results were obtained in model tests for a large tanker with an wake equalising duct (SONIC D1.4, 2015), i.e.
sheet cavitation was reduced and, depending on the frequency range, a slight reduction or increase of the source level
was observed, see Figure A- 34. But again an indirect reduction of URN will be achieved through arrangement of the
duct since it increased the vessel speed at same propulsion power by 0.7 kn.
A significant reduction of URN by a semi-duct arranged at a large tanker is reported in (SONIC D1.4, 2015). The
computed wake field and a comparison of the hull pressure pulses with and without duct are presented in Figure A- 35.
A significant reduction of the pressure pulses, especially for the higher tonals was achieved in combination with an
increase of ship speed by 0.3 kn. URN was not measured in this study but a reduction of RNL in the lower frequency
range of up to 10 dB was estimated based on the measured decrease of pressure pulses.
In further model tests the impact of so-called 'vortex generators' on URN of a tanker was investigated, arrangement
see Figure A- 36. Opposite to wake equalizing ducts, vortex generators are traditionally used in retrofit in order to
mitigate excessive cavitation and the resulting vibration and noise onboard the vessel. They induce a higher
momentum and a more uniform distribution of the inflow to the propeller disk resulting into smoother variation of
the blade load with revolution. Vortex generators have been successfully applied in the past but the success of this
measure is known to be sensitive to the detailed arrangement. In the case study performed in SONIC no remarkable
effect on the attenuation of the noise footprint could be achieved, see Figure A- 36, however, it should be noted that
the vortex generator arrangement and design was not optimized within the given case study.
Wake conditioning devices are typically applied if a smooth flow in the stern region cannot achieved by hull line design
or in order to reduce the rotational energy losses. Hence, for most wake improvement devices a positive effect on fuel
efficiency can be expected a-priori. However, considering the variety of wake improvement devices and the spread of
claimed energy savings, no general conclusion can be drawn, cf. (AQUO D5.5, 2015). In practice it is important to
ensure that any devices fitted are suitable for the individual hull shape, propeller design and the operating profile of
the vessel in question. Further it is considered important to ensure best performance of the device, ideally by a
combination of numerical analyses and model scale experiments. Thus, also an appreciation can be gained of what
improvements may be expected for a particular vessel.

4.3.5 OPTIMISATION OF MAIN ENGINE FOUNDATION
The amount of UW noise radiated by the main engines is proportional to the dynamic stiffness of their foundations
(note that the dynamic stiffness is frequency dependent, because the magnitude of structural response is depending
on the ratio between the forcing frequency and the natural frequencies of the excited vibration modes). In practice
the 'drive point mobility' (the induced vibration velocity per unit of excitation force at a given frequency) is commonly
used as an indicator for the dynamic stiffness of structures and, for noise-sensitive vessels, a maximum driving point
mobility is often defined as a design criterion for the required stiffness of the foundation.
At low frequencies, the drive point mobility of main engine foundations is mainly determined by the stiffness and
mass properties of the double bottom, i.e. it is important to avoid resonance between the natural frequencies of the
relevant double bottom vibration modes and the major excitation frequencies of the main engine, typically the
revolution frequency and ignition frequency. For higher forcing frequencies, as induced by the combustion process of
the engine, more localised vibration modes with higher natural frequencies become important. In this frequency
range the drive point mobility can be controlled by local changes of the structural design, by increasing engine girder
plate thicknesses or through arrangement of brackets, for instance.
The variation of main engine foundations encountered on commercial vessels is too large to provide generally
applicable estimates on the amount of UW noise reduction which can be achieved by structural reinforcement, but
good estimates on the relative changes can be obtained by numerical analyses.
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In (AQUO D5.3, 2015) a numerical study for a fishing vessel with different engine foundations is presented, which
suggests that the sensitivity of the structure borne noise caused by the machinery is about 2-3 dB and that higher
reductions can be obtained by an optimized design.
SONIC investigated the main engine foundations of a passenger vessel. In Figure A- 38 the structural FE-model of the
engine compartment and the different reinforcement measures are presented (it was assumed that for the reinforced
hull plates twice of the original thickness was used). The corresponding velocity spectra which have been computed
for the different configurations are shown in the left hand part of Figure A- 39. For frequencies above 100 Hz the
levels are reduced by 5 -10 dB for both reinforcement variants. Considering the comparatively low additional steel
weight this is considered a significant reduction. However, as can be concluded from a comparison of the effect of a
resilient mounting (right hand part of Figure A- 39) the URN reduction potential by arranging a resilient mounting is
much higher.
In this connection it is important to note again that the overall RNL of a vessel is dominated by the loudest noise
source on board the vessel (in the frequency range of interest). Therefore, it can be expected for many commercial
vessels sailing at their design speed that main engine noise is masked by cavitation noise and, thus, mitigation of
machinery noise is made inefficient.
Structural reinforcement of the main engine foundations is not expected to have a significant impact on fuel efficiency,
since the weight added by structural reinforcement can be expected to be very small (0.3% to 0.7% of the total ship
displacement (AQUO D5.5, 2015) compared to the overall weight of the vessel.
This solution is not considered very feasible for existing ships, because normally too costly, but for new vessels it can
be easily applied. In the preliminary design, simplified empirical methods can be used to decide the appropriate
thickness of the engine girders. In a more advanced stage of the project finite element methods can be employed for
further optimisation for the given case. If this is taken into account from the beginning of the project, it will not have
significant impact on the cost of the ship.
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4.3.6 AQUO ASSESSMENT PROCESS TO QUANTIFY THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MITIGATION MEASURES AT THE BASIN
SCALE

This chapter describes the AQUO investigations on the effectiveness of UW noise mitigation by mitigation solutions at
the scale of a basin. Note that the SONIC investigations are described in 4.3.7.
It concerns scenario either:
•

Applied with regards to a single vessel consideration (modification of global underwater noise level, change
of individual speed…) and extrapolated at a basin scale or,

•

applied directly to the ship traffic as a whole (track change, separation scheme modification…).

The AQUO assessment process is in the continuity of the following public documents:
•

(AQUO D1.2, 2013): Definition of the Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint.

•

(AQUO D3.6, 2015): Measurements of ambient underwater noise along time in different areas.

•

(Folegot, 2015): illustrating the Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint Model.

•

(AQUO D4.5, 2015): Criteria for bioacoustic sensitivity in maritime areas.

•

(AQUO D5.3, 2015): Assessment of the solutions to reduce URN.

•

(AQUO D5.8, 2015): Synthesis of the scenarios assessment within the Ocean Shipping Noise Footprint.

The results are statistical assessment of the reduction solution at a basin scale taking into consideration:
(a) The overall shipping noise arising from three demonstration areas. Two areas in the Mediterranean sea:
ANTARES (offshore Marseille, France) and OBSEA (offshore Barcelona, Spain); one in the Atlantic ocean:
USHANT (offshore Brest).
(b) The area-specific shipping activities and its variability.
(c) The area-specific ocean environment and its seasonality.
The results are based on the assessment of the baseline situations: statistical sound pressure maps of the area of
interests have been produced based on:
(a) Continuous oceanographic data in the area of interest.
(b) Results of URN models developed in AQUO.
(c) Thresholds for perceived sound levels for species of interest, (AQUO D4.5, 2015).
The effectiveness of the reduction solutions has been determined by using Quonops©, the footprint assessment tool
developed and validated under WP1, the reduction solution identified in WP5, and the results of the bio-acoustic
research achieved in WP4 on Cephalopods, Cod and Harbour Porpoises. By applying solutions for the reduction of
URN or traffic regulations on the fleet of vessels cruising in the area of interest, the comparison with the baseline
statistics leads to the geographical quantification of the cumulative benefits or drawbacks of each solution at the scale
of the basin and for a given period of time as illustrated on the Figure A- 40.
Real oceanographic environment and real ship traffic data have been used to assess the noise in these three areas.
The reference periods used for this study are:
•

December 2014, representative of a winter situation.

•

June 2015, representative of a spring/summer situation.

Percentiles (addressing here the proportion of time and space for which the noise exceeds a given level at a specific
position and during the period of time of interest) are used to account for the variability, stochasticity and
uncertainties of key physical and environmental parameters.
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The analysis has been limited to the 10 , 25 , 50 , 75 and 90 percentiles. The percentiles higher than 50 are
mostly representative of environmental noise and long range shipping noise.
The following scenarios have been investigated:
•

URN individual reduction scenarios extrapolated to ship traffic.

•

Traffic regulation scenarios.

•

Speed limitation scenarios.

•

Spatial planning scenarios.

4.3.6.1 URN INDIVIDUAL REDUCTION EXTRAPOLATED TO SHIP TRAFFIC
The simulation inputs for these scenarios (AQUO D5.7, 2015) are tightly linked with the ship URN patterns developed
and detailed in (AQUO R2.9, 2015) and (AQUO D5.3, 2015).

4.3.6.1.1

R EDUCTION OF URN THROUGH DESIGN IMPROVEMENT OF MERCHANT AND PASSENGER VESSELS

Here the initial URN patterns are modified under the assumptions of reducing the propeller noise, increasing the
cavitation inception speed and reducing the machinery vibrations of cargo vessels, large container vessels and
passenger vessels (ferries and cruise vessels). The total SL, for each ship category, is calculated from the corresponding
parametric model as illustrated on:
SL prop−imptoved ( f ,V , Lref )
SLcav−improved ( f ,V , Lref )
 SLmach−improved ( f ,V , Lref )

10
10
10

 + LFcorr ( f , d )
SLV 3 E ( f , V , Lref ) = 10 log 10
+ 10
+ 10





with LFcorr(f,d) the Lloyd Mirror effect correction given by:


1

1

LFcorr ( f ) = Max0;10 log +
2  ,
 2 (2(2πf / c )d (L )sin θ ) 


d=source depth, θ=15°.

An example is given on Figure A- 41 for a 'generic merchant ship'.
In terms of UW noise reduction at a basin scale the Figure A- 42 illustrates, for the 1/3 octave band centred at 125 Hz,
the overall distribution in Ushant site, for the baseline and for this scenario.
th

Figure A- 43, as an example, quantifies the gain of this reduction scenario for the 25 percentile. An overall gain
between 3 and 6 dB is observed, especially in deep waters parts. In shallow waters areas, a gain between 0 and 3 dB is
predicted. Interestingly, the simulation results show that the shipping noise can be reduced below what is inferred to
be environmental noise, and let the environmental noise dominates (light blue areas).
The benefits for the marine fauna, of the application of a ship URN reduction solution at the basin scale has been
evaluated in the Marine Protected Area of „Parc Naturel Marin d’Iroise“, inside the Ushant site. The effectiveness of
the reduction measure on both masking and behavioural reactions is mainly noticeable in the shallow water area. The
reduction counted in terms of surface of impacted area is about 10% for both masking and behavioural risks as
illustrated in Figure A- 43.

4.3.6.1.2 B UREAU V ERITAS URN NOTATION LIMITS
Two scenarios have been simulated under the assumptions that all the vessels within the area fulfil the limits
according to the requirements of (Bureau Veritas, 2014):
•

'URN – controlled vessel', and
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•

'URN – advanced vessel'.

The background idea here is to assess the results when all the ships considered in the traffic would have already
achieved some efforts in terms of technical solutions or operational solution (e.g. improved maintenance, optimum
propulsion plant settings etc.) to reduce their single UW radiated noise.
As the first limits are less stringent it was expected to have less reduction impact than for the second limits.
Nevertheless, the mapping of the benefits on the distribution of shipping noise is a useful metrics to visualize on which
percentile the scenario will induce changes. In that case it has also been demonstrated that the benefit is not uniform
across the area of interest. Interestingly, the reduction solution is sufficient to reduce the received noise down to
environmental noise in some places in the south west of the Ushant area.
For the 'URN-advanced vessel' scenario, the gain is up to 9 dB in most of the area, and a gain between 3 to 6 dB in the
shallow coastal areas. Interestingly, half of the time, the noise in the entire Molène’s archipelagos drops down such as
the environmental noise is likely to dominate. This is also the case for very large deep areas offshore in the west part
of the area at least for half of the time.
Regarding the impact on harbor porpoise, the risks of behavioural change and masking of predator sounds has been
quantified for the entire area, and in the Marine Protected Area. The BV URN-controlled vessel limit has little effect on
masking at 2 kHz, but interesting benefits of 20% reduction of the total surface of behavioural changes area at 2 kHz.
Regarding the cod, the effectiveness of the reduction measure on both masking and behavioural reactions is mainly
noticeable in the shallow water area.
For the 'URN-controlled vessel' scenario the reduction counted in terms of surface of impacted area is about 12% for
both masking and behavioural risks.
For the 'URN-advanced vessel' scenario, as illustrated on Figure A- 44, the reduction counted in terms of surface of
impacted area in the Marine Protected area is about 25% for masking and about 50% for behavioural risks.

4.3.6.2 M ANAGEMENT OF T RAFFIC S EPARATION S CHEMES
The exercise consisted in separating the vessels navigating through the Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) from the other
vessels (for instance fishing vessels that cross the TSS). Two scenarios have been investigated:
The first one was to modify the trajectories along the TSS of these selected individual vessels in order to ensure an
average distance between two successive vessels navigating in the same direction of at least 10 km. Speeds are kept
to about the same value.
The second one focused on ensuring that vessels navigating towards the same direction within the TSS are grouped by
3 with an interspace of about 2 km to ensure a safe navigation. The mean distance between two successive groups of
3 vessels is about 35 km. Speeds are kept to about the same value.
Both solutions show global reduction of the noise, mainly in the vicinity of the TSS.
th

Grouping vessels have an efficient effect at the 10 percentile and below, since there is a 'masking' effect of the UW
noise levels among the group of vessels. Spreading the vessels regularly in the TSS has less effect for larger percentiles
th
(such as the 50 percentile), but ensures better reduction at the lower percentiles.

4.3.6.3 S PATIAL PLANNING OF T RAFFIC S EPARATION S CHEMES
From the actual AIS data collected in June 2015, a position translation of about 10 km in the North-north-west
direction is performed to all vessels concerned by the TSS, in order to move offshore the TSS away from the coastline
and the Marine Protected area located south-west from the Ushant Island. Speeds and course of all vessels have been
preserved in the new situation, as well as URN levels.
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As a result the statistical noise is modified from the baseline noise taken in June 2015 when moving the TSS 10 km
offshore the existing one at Ushant. There is a large gain at the location of the existing TSS, but this gain is
compensated by a loss of roughly the same amplitude at the new location of the TSS. However, moving offshore leads
to a few dB gains in all the area between the TSS and the coast, which is compensated by a loss of the same amplitude
in the west of the TSS in deep waters.

4.3.6.4 R EGULATION OF SPEED
In this scenario a speed limit of 13 kn has been imposed to all the ships.
This speed was retained as within Antares test site, which is located inside Pelagos sanctuary, a speed limitation of
13 kn is in force to limit the risk collision with cetaceans. It appeared interesting to assess as well the consequences on
UW noise. Figure A- 45 illustrates, for the 1/3 octave band centred at 125 Hz, the distribution of speeds and source
levels in June 2015 at Antares site.
In the tested areas, the facts that a lot of leisure crafts are present, in superimposition to the shipping traffic, and
navigating at a lower speed than 13 kn induce that a very few local source levels are impacted by the reduction except
for some very local areas. Furthermore, in some local places dominated by these vessels this speed limitation may
lead to adverse consequences and raise the resulting received levels.
Nevertheless, the influence of UW noise due to remote traffic is visible. If the speed limit is enforced in a larger
maritime area, the improvement of the situation is confirmed much greater (see Figure A- 46).

4.3.6.5 T RAFFIC REGULATION FOSTERING DEEP OR SHALLOW WATERS
In these types of scenario, track changes have been simulated to shift the actual traffic lanes into either deep or
shallow waters. It thus concerned:
First, the shift to deep waters has been applied to all navigating ships in the area regardless the ones approaching
harbours. Opposite track changes have been applied for a second scenario, shifting in shallow waters the ships that
were navigating in deep waters.
The benefits in terms of UW noise are similar at all percentiles. Fostering the traffic in deep waters leads to gains
across the entire coastal area up to mostly 3 dB but reaching up to 6 dB in some places. Fostering the traffic in shallow
waters leads to gains offshore up to 3 dB, but increases levels across large areas in the coastal zone, up to 9 dB.

4.3.7 SONIC SCENARIOS ON SHIP TRAFFIC CONTROL SOLUTIONS
The scenarios on ship traffic control solutions as performed in SONIC are discussed in (SONIC D3.5, 2015). For the
scenarios a marine area with dense ship traffic north of the Dutch island of Terschelling underlying a traffic separation
scheme was selected, see Figure A- 47. During the 14-day observation period a total of 1214 vessels travelled within
the area, with 960 of them belonging to AIS ship type category 3 (container ships, bulk carriers or dry cargo vessels).
The distribution of the actual ship speeds of the vessels is presented in Figure A- 48.
In the next step the SLs of the individual vessels were estimated based on the parametric base spectrum model
discussed in (SONIC D2.4, 2014). In Figure A- 49 and Figure A- 50 the averaged SL per vessel category and the SL
histograms for the AIS ship type categories 2 and 3 are presented (note that for this study the broadband SL from
32 Hz to 20 kHz, SL32Hz–20 kHz was used as metric for the single vessel source strength). For ship type category 3 the
SL32Hz–20 kHz distribution during the 14-day period corresponded approximately to a normal distribution with a mean
2 2
2 2
value of ≈198 dB re 1µPa m and a spread from ≈186 through ≈208 dB re 1µPa m , see Figure A- 49.
Based on this reference SL distribution, the following UW noise mitigation solutions have been investigated.
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4.3.7.1 SPEED REDUCTION SCENARIO
In the speed reduction scenario it was postulated that the 20% loudest vessels have to undergo a speed limitation in
such a way that their speed is restricted to the maximum speed of 80% of all observed vessels, i.e. 15.9 kn. As can be
concluded from Figure A- 48 this corresponds to a mean and maximum ship speed reduction of the 20% loudest
vessels by ≈2.1 kn and ≈ 8 kn, respectively (note that for fv = 60 as applied in the SONIC SL model this translates into a
mean and maximum SL reduction by ≈2.5 dB and ≈ 10 dB, respectively).
The computed received SPLs are presented with square marks in terms of the mean, median 10% and 90%
exceedance levels versus the distance from the centre of the ship traffic lane in Figure A- 51. The achieved reduction is
very small (<1 dB) and, due to the longer time needed for the transit through the area with lower ship speeds, even a
slight increase of the received levels can be observed.
For a relevant reduction of the received levels, the SLs of a much larger portion of vessels or by a much larger amount,
or by both, need to be reduced. However, considering that most commercial vessels are typically operated
significantly above their cavitation inception speed, this is not considered unrealistic.
Naturally, a reduction of ship speed will go along with a decrease of fuel consumption. For a large container ship a 30%
reduction of the actual ship speed can be expected to translate into a ≈60-70% decrease of the fuel consumption.
In practice, the savings potentially resulting from operation at lower speed need to be weighed against other factors,
such as increased voyage duration, capital and crew cost, safety issues and, last but not least, the capability of the
propulsion plant to sustain continuous operation at low speeds. However, if this is ensured by design or retrofit
measures, the potential savings in fuel consumption and CO2 emission in combination with reduced noise radiation
can be significant.

4.3.7.2 NOISE LABELLING SCENARIO
In this scenario it was assumed that the SL of the 20% loudest vessels would be limited to the 80% exceedance level of
2 2
the SL distribution, i.e. ≈201 dB re 1µPa m . As can be concluded from Figure A- 50 this corresponded to a mean and
maximum SL reduction for the 20% loudest vessels of the dominating ship type category by ≈2 dB and ≈ 7 dB.
The computed received SPLs are presented with circle marks in terms of the mean, median 10% and 90% exceedance
levels versus the distance from the centre of the ship traffic lane in Figure A- 51. Again the achieved reduction is very
small (<1 dB). For a relevant reduction of the received levels, the SLs of a much larger portion of vessels or by a much
larger amount, or by both, need to be reduced.

4.3.7.3 TRAFFIC ROUTING SCENARIO
The effect of traffic routing can be directly concluded from Figure A- 51, which shows that the highest mean value of
the sound pressure levels lays at -2.5 km of the 0-point, which corresponds with the highest traffic density point. The
2
mean SPL at this point (for 25 m water depth) is around 118 dB re 1 µPa . At distances of 5, 10 and 25 km from the
centre of the traffic peak received levels decrease by 4, 8 and 15 dB, respectively.
Naturally, a longer journey will increase fuel consumption. Quantitative figures can be only given on a case-by-case
and voyage-by-voyage basis.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND WAY AHEAD
AQUO and SONIC research addressed the interests of the regulatory bodies as well as of the stakeholders potentially
subjected to future regulation. Since the main interests of the stakeholder groups are not necessarily the same, the
conclusions and recommendations for each group are presented separately.
Note that in the following the main conclusions of the AQUO and SONIC projects are summarized only. For more
details on the outcomes of both projects, the reader is invited to refer to the previous chapters and to the deliverables
of both projects as listed in the bibliography.

5.1 EUROPEAN COMMISSION AND EU MEMBER STATES
Descriptors, limits and reduction of single vessel radiated UW noise
Descriptors of single vessel UW radiated noise need to address the strength of the noise source as well as its
dependence on frequency. The MSFD has identified the 63 Hz and 125 Hz 1/3 octave band as most relevant for UW
noise from commercial shipping, however, also higher frequencies may have an impact on marine fauna. Therefore, it
is recommended that at least frequencies up to 2 kHz should be included in any SL1/3 or RNL1/3 spectrum describing the
UW noise radiation of a single vessel.
It is of ultimate importance to consider that the strength of UW noise radiation by a single vessel strongly depends on
its current power condition. Hence, any limits on URN need to be linked to the actual power condition of the vessel.
The ratio of the current vessel speed over its design speed is considered as the best indicator of its actual power
condition because the current vessel speed is available from AIS data, cf. 3.1.1.2.
For noise labeling of individual commercial vessels some grading scale is needed. For best acceptance by all
stakeholders, such grading scale should consider the UW noise radiation characteristics of the present commercial
world shipping fleet. Therefore, all activities should be supported which enable systematic collection of such data, e.g.
by performance of Category B monitoring at ship traffic lanes and by further population of the public UW noise data
base, cf. 3.1.5.
In general, the implementation of a specific URN mitigation measure for a commercial vessel should never be seen in
isolation, but also other aspects should be accounted for:
•

The amount of achievable URN under distinction, as far as possible, of the frequency range of concern.

•

The relative improvement in relation to other UW noise sources encountered on commercial ships.

•

Qualitative impact of mitigation measure on building and operating cost.

•

Impact on fuel efficiency.

Tools to map, track and assess UW noise pollution in European marine waters
AQUO and SONIC developed tools for mapping and tracking UW noise pollution from commercial shipping in
European marine waters. Both tools use AIS data for the estimation of the SLs of the individual vessels sailing within
the respective geographic area, however there are potentials to improve the accuracy:
(a) Extension of AIS coverage of marine areas.
(b) Missing information on technical and operational parameters of the vessel, e.g. design speed and current
draught, respectively.
Item (b) is considered as the greatest shortcoming for the accuracy of the mapping tools.
There exist SL models of different complexity: base spectrum models, parametric base spectrum models (SONIC) and
composite spectrum models (AQUO), cf. 3.1.9. No general recommendation on the most appropriate SL model can be
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given. Its selection for a given marine area will always be a trade-off between the required accuracy of the model and
the availability of input data.
Moreover, the overall anthropogenic noise pollution at sea should include also UW noise radiation by vessels not
equipped with AIS, leisure craft and fishing vessels for instance.
None of the existing spectrum models do reflect an URN increase with vessel speed reduction, as it is often the case
for ships with CP propellers controlled in constant rpm mode. This may cause significant underestimation of the real
SL distribution in areas where many ships are propelled by CPP, e.g. the European coastal zones. Therefore, the
development of SL models considering this specific effect is strongly recommended.
The SONIC and AQUO noise mapping tools use different UW sound propagation models, however, by investigating
test cases with both approaches satisfactory agreement of the computed received UW sound levels was
demonstrated.
Maps of shipping sound as established by EU Member States need to be consistent in order to be combined in the
European Atlas of the Seas. Therefore, action should be taken to agree on a European level on the frequency ranges of
interest and the appropriate averaging periods to be applied.
The noise mapping tools developed by AQUO and SONIC do not only serve for documentation and tracking purposes
but they provide further value by enabling the simulation of noise mitigation scenarios. The noise maps and
associated area metrics allow a complete assessment of the acoustic state of marine areas, as well as of the impact on
it of possible regulatory actions based on technical and/or operational requirements and aimed at achieving Good
(Acoustic) Environmental Status. Thus, they can be used as a planning tool to conclude on the most effective
mitigation solution in the respective marine area with its specific marine life.
Theoretical noise propagation models are cost-efficient solutions, however, monitoring stations are still needed in
order to validate and improve the accuracy of these models. For local marine areas the combined use of theoretical
models and noise monitoring is recommended in order to achieve the best cost-accuracy ratio.
The risk of anthropogenic noise pollution as well as the effectiveness of UW noise mitigation solutions has to be
assessed under consideration of the acoustic sensitivity (including levels, frequency ranges and exposure times) of the
marine species inhabiting the area and, moreover, in relation to the identified impacts (masking, behavioral reaction,
impairment, injury). Consequently, any criteria for the assessment of the impact of continuous UW noise on marine
life must be developed and applied at a habitat scale. Although good progress has been made by SONIC and AQUO, cf.
3.5.2, knowledge gaps still exist on the appropriate criteria for marine life. Therefore, actions should be taken to
further enhance the knowledge in this field of marine biology.
Even in areas with dense ship traffic, the distance between single vessels sailing through the area is typically several
kilometers, resulting in large temporal fluctuations of the noise levels received at a given location. Statistical metrics
need to be applied to properly reflect these temporal fluctuations, i.e. 'percentiles' or 'exceedance levels', see 2.10.
Such statistical metrics are especially relevant to quantify effects on marine life.
It is of utmost importance for any ship traffic control scenario that the statistics, which have been applied for the SL
distribution, the assessment of the received noise levels and the quantification of the impact on marine life are clearly
stated.
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Findings from AQUO and SONIC traffic control scenarios
The results of the AQUO and SONIC traffic scenarios are complementary, since they demonstrate that the overall
conclusion on the effectiveness of different noise mitigation options depends to a large extend on a variety of
parameters which are individual to the local marine area:
•

Base line source level distribution from ship traffic within the marine area.

•

Distance of protected area from ship traffic lane.

•

Percentile of effective SL reduction which is assumed for the scenario.

•

Investigated frequency range (in dependence of noise sensitiveness of local marine life).

•

Environmental parameters influencing sound propagation (water depth, bathymetry, sea bed geometry etc.).

•

Selected time periods and distances for temporal and spatial averaging.

•

And in dependence of local marine species:
o
o

Bio-acoustic criteria applied for weighting of received levels (in dependence of local marine species).
Direct bio-acoustic thresholds for identified impact assessment.

In summary the result of any ship traffic control scenario depends strongly on the maritime area of interest
(characterized by the geometry, the physical properties, the ship traffic and the list of marine animals to be protected)
and, consequently, a case to case analysis is considered necessary, before considering any regulation for a specified
marine area is implemented.
Main knowledge gaps
•

Impact of shipping noise on all species of interest in European waters.

•

URN characteristics of present world shipping fleet, especially with regard to categories of noisiest vessels.

•

Simplification of full scale measurement of RNL/SL without relevant reduction of achieved accuracy.

•

Harmonized (statistical) parameters/criteria for preparation of the European Atlas of the Sea.

•

Harmonized set of (statistical) parameters/criteria for biological impact studies.

•

Harmonized parameters for RNL/SL measurements at ship traffic lanes.

•

Assessment of URN characteristics of vessels which use DP systems for station keeping, e.g. offshore supply
vessels, installation vessels, semi-submersibles. Risk assessment with regard to impact on marine life in
comparison with continuous UW noise from commercial shipping.

•

Improvement of SL models to account for an increase of SL/RNL with decreased ship speed.

•

CPP propulsion plant/main engine concepts allowing more variability of main engine revolution rates.

•

Numerical methods enabling the prediction of cavitation induced UW noise in the higher frequency range
(exceeding ≈200 Hz).

5.2 IMO, FLAG STATES AND STANDARDIZATION BODIES
Standardisation of terminology, measurement and assessment procedures
Considerable progress on UW acoustic terminology has been made with (ISO DIS 18405, 2015). The definitions
proposed are supported and have been used as far as possible in these guidelines. They are also recommended for
use in further work in the field of UW acoustics.
Status and trend evaluation of radiated or received noise frequency spectra (from commercial shipping) are
recommended to be harmonized internationally, potentially based on the standards as to be agreed on for the
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European Atlas of the Seas. The same is true for the formats and frequency bands of SL spectra used as input for
sound map computations or environmental impact studies.
Regarding RNL measurements during dedicated sea trials ('Category C') the following is recommended:
•

Measurements should always be performed in narrow bands. However, for use in status and trend
evaluations they should be preferably reported in third-octave bands.

•

Measurements with high accuracy and repeatability can be achieved by the procedure proposed in (AQUO
D3.1, 2013) which accounts for deep and shallow water measurements. This work should be taken further by
ISO standardization activities.

•

The results can be either reported in terms of RNL (including the Lloyd Mirror effect) or SL. In any case the
propagation loss, cf. Table A- 3, which has been used for the calculation of the SL from the measured SPL shall
be reported.

Regarding Category B measurements (monitoring) in ship traffic areas the following is recommended:
•

These measurements should be performed in areas with moderate ship traffic in order to balance
disturbances of the individual single vessel measurements by other ships with the need to obtain a
representative number of single vessel measurements.

•

Presently there exist no standardized procedures for Category B measurements. Inclusion into ISO activities is
considered useful in order to ensure the comparability and statistical relevance of such measurements.

Improve knowledge on noise radiation characteristics of the present world shipping fleet
International maritime authorities should support all activities generating more knowledge on the noise radiation
characteristics of the present commercial world shipping fleet. This will facilitate:
•

The identification of the noisiest category of commercial vessels (type, size, propulsion plant etc.) to be
addressed with priority for most effective noise mitigation.

•

The improvement of current predictive SL models of commercial vessels.

•

A better understanding of the URN characteristics of vessels built to the current state of technology.

Especially the population of the public UW noise database, cf. 3.1.5, with Category B or C measurement results is
considered valuable for these purposes.
Most commercial vessels are built for world-wide operation, however, limits on single vessel radiated noise can be
supposed to vary regionally and locally. A possible solution could be 'UW noise labeling', i.e. the definition of
standardized UW noise radiation categories which could be referred to by the local authorities to permit vessel
passage through protected marine areas.
In order to account for the present state of technology the limits of such noise labeling scheme could be determined
by statistical evaluation of the noise radiation characteristics of the same vessel category of the current commercial
world shipping fleet, e.g. based on the public URN data base.
Availability of tools to determine shipping noise pollution in international marine waters
For the determination of status and trends of shipping noise pollution in international marine waters the same tools
as discussed in 5.1 can be applied. However, the shortcomings regarding the available AIS information for SL modeling
are even larger than for marine areas under local regulation due to less AIS coverage.
Hence, also for international marine waters it is recommended that the AIS broadcast is extended by information on
the actual ship draught (Lloyd Mirror effect) and technical ship data, e.g. ship design speed and propeller type.
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5.3 SHIPBUILDING AND MARITIME SUPPLIER INDUSTRY
Characteristics and relative importance of UW noise sources on board commercial vessel
Most of the UW noise energy from commercial ships is in the frequency range ≈ 3 – 500 Hz. Regarding low frequency
noise in the range ≈ 3 – 80 Hz the effectively radiated noise is considerably reduced by the Lloyd Mirror effect,
resulting in a significant reduction of radiated noise for the propeller tonals (blade passage frequency and its higher
harmonics) and the main engine harmonics induced by the mass and combustion forces, cf. Table A- 4.
For effective UW noise mitigation it is of utmost importance to consider that the loudest noise source onboard a
vessel (in a given frequency band) will tend to mask the quieter noise sources, i.e. always the loudest UW noise source
should be addressed with highest priority.
Once propeller cavitation is significant, it is likely to be the major noise contributor. Thus, for operating conditions
where cavitation inception has taken place (as typical for most commercial vessels sailing at design speed) UW noise
radiation can be most effectively attenuated by the reduction, or even avoidance, of cavitation. This normally implies
that any UW noise abatement measures applied to the machinery at such operating conditions are practically useless.
However, when avoiding cavitation by technical or operational measures, main engine noise will appear as the
dominant contributor for frequencies below ≈100 Hz.
Mitigation solutions for propeller noise
For the attenuation of propeller radiated noise cavitation must be reduced. Propeller cavitation phenomena depend
on the hydrodynamic conditions on the propeller blades, which are dictated by the hull wake, the propeller
geometrical properties and the operating condition of the propeller and of the ship. Among such operating conditions
key quantities are the rotational speed, the ship speed and the thrust required by the ship. A further important
parameter of CP propellers is the pitch setting.
As pointed out before, the current vessel speed in relation to its design speed is considered as the most suitable
criterion to characterize the extent of UW noise radiation due to propeller cavitation, cf. 3.1.1.2, and:
•

For FP propellers RNL will increase with ship speed according to some power law as soon as the (back side)
cavitation inception speed has been exceeded.

•

The same applies for CP propellers, but with the additional complication of strong growth of noise radiation
for ship speeds operated below the (face side) cavitation inception speed (if the speed is reduced by means
of a pitch reduction in constant rpm mode).

For FP propellers low UW noise radiation / hull vibration and propeller efficiency still appear contradicting trends.
Nevertheless, assessment of the performance with numerical simulations in combination with model tests is
recommended in order to optimize propeller efficiency for the individual hull wake field and the accepted degree of
cavitation. With the continuous advance of Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) methods, such integrated optimization
of hull form and propeller geometry can be performed at reduced cost, resulting in shorter pay-back periods of the
expenditures for these investigations.
Wake improvement devices enable URN reductions in combination with improved fuel efficiency. An implicit URN
reduction is achieved due to the fact that the same ship speed can be obtained with less propeller thrust, i.e. reduced
cavitation. Some devices offer further URN reduction potential of up to 10 dB in the lower frequency tonals. However,
in any case the wake improvement device needs to be carefully selected, designed and adapted to the individual hull
shape, propeller geometry and operational profile of the vessel in order to realize such large achievements.
Propeller air injection techniques have been demonstrated to effectively reduce URN but they might impair fuel
efficiency due to the additional drag of air injection nozzles or other appendages placed in the flow. A combination of
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wake improvement devices with air injection might be a solution for this. However, maintenance of such systems may
be an issue.
For CP propellers an obvious solution combining increased fuel efficiency with reduced noise radiation is given by
changing from constant-rpm mode to the combinator mode for pitch setting control at low ship speeds. Somewhat
more complex control equipment and shaft generator electronics is required for this purpose, but the major challenge
is represented by the restricted operational envelope of the typical fuel optimized engines subject to strict exhaust gas
emission regulation. Hence, further development in this regard is recommended.
Mitigation solutions for main engine noise
The majority of commercial vessels is equipped with 2- or 4-stroke diesel engines, which may dominate overall URN if
the propeller is not cavitating.
Diesel-electric propulsion systems, which allow significant URN reductions, are traditionally adopted for cruise ships
and special vessels. Although becoming increasingly popular also for other vessel types (despite its higher CAPEX cost),
it is not expected to become a typical propulsion concept for merchant vessels in the near future.
There exist no practical URN mitigation solutions for UW noise generated by 2-stroke engines. Resilient mounting is
not possible, a reduction of the combustion pressures would impair fuel efficiency and extensive stiffening of the
engine foundation and surrounding double bottom structures would imply considerable cost and weight increases. On
the other hand, the Lloyd Mirror effect significantly attenuates UW noise radiation from slow speed engines.
Due to their higher revolution rates, noise attenuation by the Lloyd Mirror effect is less pronounced for medium speed
main engines. However, these engines can be mounted resiliently resulting in URN reductions of ≈20 dB compared to
a rigidly mounted arrangement. In this connection it should also be observed that resilient mounting of the main
engine will also effectively reduce the airborne noise levels in the crew accommodation and working spaces and, thus,
facilitate compliance with the mandatory limits required by the Maritime Safety Convention (MSC) 337 (as applicable
for new building contracts signed after August 2014).
Structural reinforcement in way of the main engine foundations can also be an effective URN mitigation solution. In
the lower frequency range reductions of 3 - 10 dB can be achieved depending on the degree of stiffening and the
effort for optimizing the arrangement. The amount of achievable noise reduction can be estimated by computation of
the reduction of the vertical vibration levels at the shell by means of the finite element method. Also the cost-benefit
ratio of different reinforcement options can be estimated by this approach.

5.4 SHIP OWNERS AND OPERATORS
Preparedness for potential mandatory future regulation on UW noise
Ultimately, it can be supposed that regulation will hold ship operators responsible for compliance of their vessels with
any potential single vessel SL or RNL limitation. However, to enable ship operators to perform reliable cost-benefit
analyses for different mitigation options, regulation must provide the applicable limits and frequency range of concern,
which have to be complied with.
On one hand regulatory action to reduce the overall UW noise pollution from shipping is likely to be enforced for local
areas (e.g. PSSAs established by IMO, MPAs established by EU member states), but on the other hand, commercial
vessels are typically designed to operate in world-wide service. Hence, in many cases (temporary) operational
measures for UW noise reduction (speed decrease, route change etc.) can be expected to be more cost-efficient than
permanent technical solutions in order to ensure geographically unrestricted navigation.
UW noise labeling could be a possible way for ship owners to demonstrate compliance of their vessels with SL or RNL
limitations. For this purpose UW noise radiation of the vessel would have to be measured and certified for the range
of operating (speed) conditions likely to be encountered in service life. On-board sensors measuring the structural
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vibration in vicinity of the propeller have been found to be a promising solution to monitor the change of UW noise
radiation from cavitation with the operating condition of the vessel.
What to consider in building specifications?
If the intended operating area of a new ship design is known to be close to PSSAs or MPAs it should be clarified
whether there exist any (pending) mandatory requirements on UW noise radiation. If so, the applicable limit values
and frequency ranges should be clarified in order to facilitate their consideration in the building specification. This will
also enable the ship designer to estimate whether any specific cost related UW noise mitigation measures need to be
applied. Including it since the design stage definitely ensures a cost-optimized approach.
Independently from regulatory requirements, UW noise radiation labelling can be used to demonstrate environmental
concern in a transparent way. Of course, also this needs to be agreed on with the ship designer/builder in the building
specification.
In both cases full scale URN measurements will be required in order to demonstrate compliance with the respective
limit values. Also this should be considered in the building specification, since the performance of URN measurements
is not included, up to now, in the normal sea trials scope of commercial vessels.
Cavitating thrusters of dynamically positioned vessels, as mainly used in the offshore industry, can be a significant UW
noise source. Differently to commercial ships, they are operating for longer periods at the same location and, thus,
exposure times of marine life to UW noise are much longer. Mitigation of UW noise for such vessels would go along
with enhanced crew comfort and wellbeing and, therefore, thruster noise mitigation should be accounted for in the
building specification of such vessels (e.g. installation vessels, offshore supply vessels, FPSOs, dredgers).
Synergies with fuel efficiency investigations /cost-benefit analyses of operational measures
SONIC and AQUO have concluded that within their solution studies fuel efficiency can go along with URN mitigation,
as for the arrangement of wake conditioning devices or the modification of pitch control of CP propellers, for instance.
Consequently, the theoretical and model test investigations to be performed for UW noise mitigation in the design
stage represent an extension of the investigations for fuel efficiency. Therefore, it is expected that they can be
performed at moderate additional cost.
It is common to all mitigation solutions (choice of propulsion plant, type and design of propeller, relevant operating
conditions, structural arrangement with regard to noise and vibration transmission paths etc.) that they are the more
cost-effective the earlier they are addressed in the design stage.
Cost-benefit analyses for operational mitigation measures can be best performed by ship traffic scenarios similar to
those described in 5.1 in combination with theoretical investigations on the UW noise radiation characteristics of the
individual vessel.

5.5 BIOLOGISTS
This chapter aims at emphasising the prime importance of the bio-acoustics for the assessment of received UW noise
levels and to summarise for biologists the main outcomes and open questions as outlined by AQUO and SONIC.
To address properly the impact from shipping noise on the marine fauna, the input from biological research is needed.
The same is true to assess, in detail, the effectiveness of noise mitigation measures on marine life.
The sound mapping capabilities generated by SONIC and AQUO enable the prediction of the spatio-temporal
variability of the sound field generated by shipping activities. However, using any UW noise impact assessment tool
the bioacoustic metrics (exposure time, frequency range, spatial distribution etc.) used in the statistics must be clearly
stated and be coherent with the noise impact assessment tool.
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The results of any UW noise impact study strongly depend on the maritime area of interest (characterized by the
geometry, the physical properties, the ship traffic and the marine species to be protected). Therefore, a case by case
analysis is necessary, before considering any general regulation.
AQUO and SONIC have reached consensus on the general conclusions above, however, the hypotheses, methods,
tools and limits which have been used differ and thus, cannot be directly compared. As a result, the main conclusions
from bio-acoustic impact studies are presented separately in the following.
AQUO-Conclusions
Within AQUO (AQUO D4.1, 2013); (AQUO D4.2, 2015); (AQUO D4.3, 2015) (AQUO D4.4, 2015)and its Ocean Shipping
Noise Footprint model the masking effect has been adopted as a criterion (AQUO D4.5, 2015) to assess the impact of
shipping noise on the marine fauna for instance. Based on the biological studies it is evident that:
•

Masking through shipping noise is likely to change the entire auditory scene for marine animals and can
negatively affect the range over which they can operate acoustically.

•

Masking can negatively affect the animals’ energy budget, reduce individual fitness, and may alter population
dynamics. Masking can be assessed by the use of measurement and modelling.

•

Masking from shipping noise has been observed and quantified on the harbour porpoise.

•

Examples of masking that can be caused by shipping noise include:
o

Masking of communication between female cod (located most of the time close to the bottom) and
male cod (located 20 m above the bottom), thereby reducing reproductive success.

o

Masking calls of an approaching predator, for example, reducing the ability of a harbour porpoise to
detect an approaching Killer Whale.

Some key open research questions regarding different effects on marine fauna are:
•

hearing sensitivity: Information on the sensitivity to UW noise is scarce for the key marine species selected
for the biological studies within AQUO as well as for other potentially relevant species; major research need is
to acquire more data and it needs to be specified if these measurements were done in quiet or noisy
conditions, (Reichmuth, et al., 2013); (Erbe, et al., 2015 (accepted)).

•

Behavioural reactions: For those species where information on their sensitivity to noise is available we need
to know how their sensitivity changes in response to different contextual factors (such as location, time of
day, time of year, age), and how their behavioral reactions are affected by their internal state (hormone
levels) and motivation (feeding, reproductive mode, interacting with young). Prior experience of the animal
to the type of sound needs to be taken into account in this (Ellison, et al., 2011).
o

Acoustic masking: Further research on acoustic masking needs to address the knowledge gaps. The
key questions are at what levels are masking and behavioral effects induced and at what levels do
effects begin to become biologically significant, (Williams, 2006), (Lusseau, 2007): How well do
animals detect their overall acoustic environment in the presence of a specific man-made sound?

o

What is the potential of masking from continuous such as shipping, but also from repetitive manmade sounds such as pile-driving or seismic air guns?

o

What are the relative masking effects of the different characteristics of man-made sound?

o

Studies of anti-masking strategies in wild and captive marine mammals.

o

Studies of masking effects on wild animals.

o

Quantitative assessment of long-term consequences of masking requires equivalently long-term
study of acoustic exposure and individual fitness.
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•

Cumulative effects of noise exposure: it is evident that UW sound and its effect on the marine species should
not be assessed in isolation, but together with other stressors in the marine environment. In the marine
environment, studies aiming at single species and/or single stressor (such as shipping noise alone) are not
likely to provide a comprehensive answer; rather multi-species systems and multi-stressor studies, (Pfister, et
al., 2014) need to be conducted.

•

Acoustic trauma in marine invertebrates: We face a relative lack of information on the sound processing and
analysis mechanisms in marine organisms, particularly in cephalopods, and we still do not know enough
about the important role they play in the balance and development of populations. In the context of noise
pollution, and in particular ship noise, its potential and direct impacts on cephalopods are in many cases
speculative. However, ship noise may potentially affect them. From the experiments carried out on one
invertebrates taxon (Sepia officinalis) it appears that although the lesions were quantified versus received
noise levels and particle motion data, the analysis cannot yet determine threshold levels that would trigger
the acoustic trauma. Acknowledging the validity of an experimental approach in laboratory conditions, this
will constitute the next step of this research. This future research needs include determining the correlation
between exposure to discrete frequencies and acoustic trauma to start elaborating received level thresholds
for several species of invertebrates.

SONIC Conclusions
As outlined in (SONIC D3.2, 2015) four main domains of research are proposed which are likely to provide further
critical insight into key questions:
•

Noise-dependent animal distributions: are there differences in how animals are distributed in quiet and noisy
environments, and how might these distributions vary depending on sound source, species, age, and other
physical and biological factors?

•

Reproductive consequences of noisy conditions: Is there a negative influence of anthropogenic noise on
reproductive success, by causing physiological stress, by restricting mate finding, or by keeping fish from
preferred spawning sites, or marine mammals from preferred breeding and feeding areas?

•

Masking effects on communicative sounds: Does the presence of masking sounds of different types and
intensities impact the ability of animals to communicate acoustically or use the acoustic ‘soundscape’ to learn
about the environment?

•

Masking effects on predator - prey relationships. Does the presence of masking noise affect the ability of
animals to find prey (get food) or detect the presence of predators (become food)?
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International Standardisation Organisation
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Marine Protected Area
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Maritime Framework Strategy Directive
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Publicly Available Specification
Particularly Sensitive Sea Area
Propagation Loss
Radiated Noise Level(s), Affected Source Level
Received Level(s)
Sound Pressure Level(s)
Source Level(s), True Source Level, Monopole Source Level
Suppression Of UW Noise Induced by Cavitation
Technical Sub-Group on Under Water Noise
Traffic Separation Scheme
Underwater Radiated Noise
Underwater Radiated Noise Index
Underwater
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Figure A- 48 Histogram of actual ship speeds (red curve shows the associated normal distribution), TNO ... 26
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Figure A- 1 Comparison of same SPL in terms of third octave level (SPL⅓) and spectrum level (SPL1Hz), DNV GL

Figure A- 2 Illustration of the description of the dependence of RNL1/3 on frequency by polygons of 3 straight lines in
the frequency intervals 31.5 Hz - 63 Hz, 63 Hz -1 kHz and 1 kHz --10 kHz (straight lines in each interval defined by the
arithmetic mean value of RNL1/3 and mean increase / decrease of RNL1/3 per 1/3-octave), DNV GL
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Figure A- 3 Examples of ship RNL directivity patterns in the horizontal plane at 125 Hz (Gaggero, et al., 2013)

Figure A- 4 Broadband RNL (20-1000 Hz) vs. ship speed for different ship types (colour of bubble) and ship sizes (size of
bubble), reproduced from (Megan, et al., 2012)
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Figure A- 5 Source levels of 20 vessels of different type as determined by Category B measurements at a shipping
route close to Rotterdam, see (SONIC D2.5, 2015),TNO

Figure A- 6 Limits for URN according various guidelines compared to full scale URN of a bulk carrier, DNV GL
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Figure A- 7 Dependence of SL on ship speed, model test result for Virtue Container Ship, (SONIC D1.3, 2015), DNV GL

v = 14.1 kn, design draft, prop. rev. 117 rpm, pitch 87%
v = 15.4 kn, ballast draft, prop. rev. 119 rpm, pitch 87%
v = 10.5 kn, design draft, prop. rev. 84 rpm, pitch 87%
v = 10.6 kn, ballast draft, prop. rev. 81 rpm, pitch 87%
v = 11.0 kn, design draft, prop. rev. 124 rpm, pitch 52%

Figure A- 8 SL1Hz of CP propeller according cavitation tests, (AQUO D3.3, 2014), SSPA
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Figure A- 9 Estimated reduction of RNL by speed reduction on a generic cargo ship, DCNS

Figure A- 10 Comparison of received SPL for various vessel speeds (600 rpm ≡ 4.7 kn, 700 rpm ≡ 5.3kn, 900 rpm ≡
7.1 kn, 1200 rpm ≡ 9.5 kn, 1500 rpm ≡ 10.7 kn), with background noise measured, (SONIC D2.5, 2015), SOTON
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v = 14.1 kn, design draft, prop. rev.
117 rpm, pitch 87%, port side
v = 14.1 kn, design draft, prop. rev.
117 rpm, pitch 87%, starboard
v = 11.0 kn, design draft, prop. rev.
124 rpm, pitch 52%, port side
v = 11.0 kn, design draft, prop. rev.
124 rpm, pitch 52%, starboard

Figure A- 11 RNL1Hz of CP propeller acc. full scale tests, (AQUO D3.3, 2014), SSPA

Figure A- 12: Sound pressure statistics at 125 Hz when a percentage of highest values is left out, measured over June
2015 (left: AQUO buoy, right: OBSEA). (AQUO D3.6, 2015), UPC.
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Figure A- 13 Dependence of RNL on ship speed, full scale measurement NAVIGATOR XXI, (AQUO D3.3, 2014),
2014) CTO
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Figure A- 14 Resemblance of RNL to hull vibration characteristics (illustration based on full scale measurement data as
provided in (AQUO D3.3, 2014), SSPA, for a 116 m long coastal tanker with 4-bladed CPP propeller and rigidly mounted
9-cylinder medium speed engine, propeller revolution 120 rpm, main engine revolution 600 rpm, DNV GL.
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Figure A- 15 Pressure pulse spectra of coastal tanker at 15 kn(left) and 11 kn(right), (AQUO D3.3, 2014), SSPA

Figure A- 16 SL parametric models for 180 m bulker (left) and 250 m cruise vessel (right), (AQUO D2.8, 2015), DCNS
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Figure A- 17 Concept of application of the SONIC NFMT in environmental risk assessment. Blue boxes indicate
different steps in the risk assessment framework and red boxes their required input, (SONIC D3.2, 2015), TNO.

Figure A- 18 Composite marine mammal audiograms used to generate species-specific sound maps in the frequency
range 32 Hz to 20 kHz, TNO.
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Figure A- 19 annual average shipping noise map for harbour porpoises in Dutch and German waters (colour scale gives
the broadband level of the difference between SPL1/3 spectra and the porpoise audiogram, in dB), TNO.

Figure A- 20 Ocean shipping noise footprint in vicinity of the Ushant TSS, France. Colored areas represent received SPL
2
exceeding 90 dB re 1 µPa in the 125 Hz third octave band, which occur more than 10% of time in January 2015. White
th
2
color marks areas where this 10 percentile is less than 90 dB re 1 µPa , (the value of 90 dB was assumed to be
representative of natural noise in the region), (AQUO D5.7, 2015), QO.
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Figure A- 21 Illustration of assessment
ssessment of masking spawning communication and potential behavioral reaction to
shipping noise in June 2014 for Atlantic Cod offshore Brest,
Brest (AQUO D5.7, 2015), (AQUO D4.2, 2015),
2015) QO and UPC.

Figure A- 22 Third octave spectra of vibration velocity at engine foundations,
foundations DNV GL data base

Figure A- 23 Reduction of radiated noise using bubble curtains, DCNS
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Figure A- 24 Geometry of original (left) and optimized propeller (right), CEHIPAR

Figure A- 25 Comparison of propeller performance at design (left) and reduced (right) pitch setting, original propeller
versus optimized propeller, fig. 2.13 and 2.14 in (AQUO D5.5, 2015), CEHIPAR
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Figure A- 26 Propulsive efficiency vs. ship speed of two CLT propeller designs compared with conventional base line
design, fig. 2.25 in (AQUO D5.5, 2015), CEHIPAR
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Figure A- 27 Estimated reduction of RNL on a generic cargo ship by using air bubble curtains, DNCS

Figure A- 28 Full scale RNL for different air injection flow rates for a cavitating propeller, RRAB

Figure A- 29 Vessel noise footprint without air injection (left) and with air flow rate of 228 l/min (right), RRAB
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Figure A- 30 SPL1/3 spectra calculated for constant revolution rate and combinator mode (variable rpm) control of a CP
propeller at 61, 76 and 93% of design speed,
speed NAVANTIA

Figure A- 31 Required shaft power vs. ship speed for a CP propeller, blue line - constant pitch mode, red line - constant
rpm mode, (AQUO D5.5, 2015), SSPA.
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Figure A- 32 URN spectra for design speed (left) and low speed speed (11 kn, right), base line (blue) and improved CP
propeller (green), (dashed lines indicate low signal to noise ratio during model tests), (Tani, et al., 2015), UNIGE

Figure A- 33 Effect of wake improvement on extent of cavitation and SL1/3 spectrum as computed for VIRTUE container
vessel at moderate ship speed, CETENA
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Figure A- 34 Effect of wake equalizing duct on SL1Hz spectrum and ship speed of a tanker (extrapolated from model
tests to full scale), HSVA

Figure A- 35 Computed axial flow pattern at duct outlet plane and comparison of normalized pressure pulses as
measured in the cavitation tank for the ballast draught of a large tanker, left - with duct, right - without duct, (SONIC
D1.4, 2015), HSVA.
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Figure A- 36 Vortex generator arrangement for URN model tests of STREAMLINE tanker, INSEAN

Figure A- 37 Noise footprint of STREAMLINE tanker. Baseline configuration (left), with vortex generators (right),
INSEAN
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Figure A- 38 Finite element model of main engine compartment of a passenger vessel (left) and investigated
reinforcement variants of main engine foundations, WARTSILA

Figure A- 39 Third octave spectra of average vertical vibration velocity at main engine foundations for several
reinforcement variants and a rigidly mounted engine, WARTSILA
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Figure A- 40 Overview of the methodology to be able to assess the solutions to reduce impact
impact on marine life in the
framework of the AQUO project.

Figure A- 41 Assessment of the efficiency of mitigation measures for the URN reduction of a generic merchant ship at
15 kn using a simplified model, (AQUO D5.3, 2015),
2015) DCNS
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Baseline (June 2015)

Reduction of URN
through design
improvement of
merchant ships and
passenger vessels
(June 2015)

Figure A- 42: Distribution of SL1/3 in 125 Hz band, June 2015 at Ushant site, (AQUO D5.7, 2015),
2015) QO.

Figure A- 43:: Gain of the reduction of URN through design improvement observed 25% of the time in June 2015 at
125 Hz in Ushant (offshore Brest,
est, France in the Atlantic),
Atlantic) (AQUO D5.7, 2015), QO.
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Figure A- 44 Assessment of the benefits of BV 'Advanced Solution' on masking and behavioral reaction of Cod. For Cod
scenario study, cf. 3.5.2.1, (AQUO D5.7, 2015),
2015) QO.

Baseline
(June
2015)

Speed
limit of 13
knots in
the whole
area

Figure A- 45: Distribution of speeds (left) and
an SL1/3 in 125 Hz band (right), June 2015 at Antares site,
site QO.
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Figure A- 46: Gain of reducing ship speed observed half of the time in June 2015 (received SPL in 125 Hz band),
offshore Marseille, Mediterranean, (AQUO D5.7, 2015),
2015) QO

Figure A- 47 Shipping
hipping lanes north of Terschelling, with
crossing line on which the AIS data of passing vessels was
collected, TNO

Figure A- 48 Histogram of actual ship speeds (red
curve shows the associated normal distribution),
distribution) TNO
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Figure A- 49 Estimate of average SL1/3 per
ship type for AIS ship type categories, TNO

Figure A- 50 Distribution of estimated SL32Hz–20 kHz for AIS ship
categories 2 and 3, TNO

Figure A- 51 SPL-average north of Terschelling: without/with mitigation solutions (SONIC D3.5, 2015), TNO
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Table A- 1 Summary of terms & definitions for UW SPL definition
Abbreviation
static pressure,
ambient
pressure
instantaneous
total pressure
sound pressure,
instantaneous
sound pressure,
acoustic
pressure
averaging time

mean square
sound pressure

Symbol

Pa

P(t )

Pa

p(t )

p (t ) = P (t ) − P0

Pa

T

specified time interval for the
integration of the mean square
sound pressure from the
instantaneous sound pressure

s

1
p(t ) 2 dt
∫
TT
acc. ISO
DIS 18405

pRMS
acc. ISO
DIS 18405

reference sound
pressure in
water

p ref

Lp
mean square
sound pressure
level

acc. ISO
DIS 18405

SPL
root mean
square (RMS)
sound pressure
level

Unit

P0

MSP

root mean
square (RMS)
sound pressure

Relations

Lp
acc. ISO
DIS 18405

µPa2

time integral over a specified time interval of
squared sound pressure, divided by the duration of
the time interval

pRMS = MSP

Pa

square root of the mean square sound pressure

µPa

p ref = 1 µPa
L p = 10 log10

2
pRMS

p

2
ref

dB

dB re 1 µPa 2

MSSPL: ten times the logarithm to the base 10 of the
ratio of the mean-square sound pressure over a
stated time interval to the reference value for
squared sound pressure

L p = 20 log10

pRMS
dB
pref

dB re 1 µPa

RMS SPL: twenty times the logarithm to the base 10
of the ratio of the root mean square sound pressure
over a stated time interval to the reference value for
sound pressure
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Table A- 2 Summary of relevant terms & definitions for spectral analysis
Symbol
lower and upper
frequency of band

f min f max

frequency bandwidth

B

centre frequency of
band
octave
one-third octave
decade
decidecade1)

fc

signal level with
subscripts to indicate
the bandwidth used in
spectral analysis
third octave level of
UW sound pressure
spectrum level of UW
sound pressure,
spectral density
Note 1)

Relations

Unit

Hz

∆f

B = f max − f min

Hz

fc =

Hz

f max f min

one octave is a logarithmic measure of a frequency range in which the max. freq. is equal to twice the min. freq.
one-third octave is a logarithmic measure of a frequency range equal to one third of an octave
one decade is a logarithmic measure of a freq. range in which the max. freq. is equal to ten times the min. freq.
one decidecade is a logarithmic measure of a frequency range equal to one tenth of a decade

one-third octave band
decidecade band

Other
Symbols

B1 / 3

bandwidth is
approximately
the same

f max = 21 / 3 f min ≈ 1.25992 f min

Hz

f max = 10 0.1 f min ≈ 1.25893 f min

Hz

Ltot

total signal level

Loct

signal level per octave bands

L1/ 3

signal level per 1/3-octave band or per decidecade band (approximately identical)

L NB

signal level per narrow band

SPL1/ 3
SPL 1 Hz

Lp
Ls

dB re 1 µPa

B
SPL1 Hz = SPL1/ 3 −10log 1/ 3 dB
1 Hz

dB re 1 µPa 2 / Hz

a decidecade approximately equals one third of an octave and, therefore, in these guidelines the term ‘third octave’
is used loosely to mean either a one-third octave or a decidecade

Example of spectrum plot of UW sound pressure level in third octaves (10 Hz to 50 kHz 1/3 octave)
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Table A- 3 Summary of relevant terms for the calculation of source signatures
Abbreviation

Symbol

distance into the direction to the
sound source of SPL
measurement location in the far
field from acoustic centre

r

reference distance

r0

acc. ISO DIS
18405

far field

Relations

m

source factor

SL
acc. ISO DIS
18405

S

m

r0 = 1m

for free-field radiation into a lossless fluid the region sufficiently
far from a specified source that:
1) the sound pressure varies as (1/r) f(t – r/c) with distance, r,
measured from the centre of the source, and
2) the instantaneous radial particle velocity approaches 1/ρ c times
the sound pressure.
Here f denotes any function, c is the speed of sound, and ρ c is the
characteristic impedance of the fluid

SL = 10log10
monopole source
level

Unit

S
dB
2
p2ref ⋅ r0

ten times the logarithm to the base 10 of the product of distance
squared and mean-square sound pressure in the far field and in a
specified direction of a sound source, if placed in a hypothetical
infinite uniform lossless medium of the same density and sound
speed as the real medium at the location of the source

S = p 2FF (r ) ⋅ r 2
acc. ISO DIS
18405

dB re 1 µPa 2 m 2

µPa 2 m 2

2

with pFF : far field (and free-field) RMS sound pressure at distance r
2

RNL = SPL + 10 log10  r  dB
 r0 
radiated noise
level, affected
source level

propagation loss,
transmission loss

Difference
between SL and
RNL

RNL
acc. ISO DIS
18405

sum of mean-square sound pressure level at a specified distance
and ten times the logarithm to the base 10 of the square of the
ratio of that distance to the reference distance. Radiated noise
level is expressed in units of decibel (dB). Radiated noise level is
referred to by ANSI S12.64-2009 as “affected source level”

PL = SL - SPL dB
PL

acc. ISO DIS
18405

dB re 1m 2

difference between monopole source level and mean-square
sound pressure level

PL - 20 log10

SL- RNL

dB re 1 µPa 2 m 2

r
dB
r0

dB

2

PL - 10 log10  r  dB
 r0 

dB
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Table A- 4 Illustration of dipole correction for typical tonal frequencies and different source depth assumptions of a
commercial vessel
Example: θ= 30°, 5 bladed propeller and 8 cylinder main engine at 90 rpm

Description

Dipole correction for perfectly
reflecting surface and point source
according (Ainslie, 2010)

1

10 log10  + 1 4k 2d 2sin 2θ  dB
2


(

)

k: wave number
θ: depression angle relative to free
surface
d: depth of UW point source

Table A- 5 Summary of nomenclature to distinguish ship operation conditions

Propulsion
Power

Ship
Speed

Propeller
Pitch
Draught
Condition
at
Propeller
Operation
Modes

Max. Continuous Rating
Continuous Service Rating
actual power
relative actual power
maximum speed
speed at CSR
actual speed
relative actual speed
cavitation inception speed
relative cav. inc. speed
pitch at CSR
actual pitch
Minimum Draught
Design Draught
Maximum Draught
Actual Draught
Actual Relative Draught
Transit Mode
Port Mode
Thruster Mode
Combinator Mode
Constant-RPM Mode
DP Mode

Abbr.
PMCR
PCSR
Pact
Pact_%
vMCR

Unit
Description
kW
100% of rated overall propulsion power
kW
propulsion power at ship design speed
kW
propulsion power at actual operating condition
%
Pact / PCSR
kn
maximum attainable speed
kn
vCSR
ship design speed (at design draught)
vact
kn
ship speed in actual operating condition
vact_%
%
vact / vCSR
vcav
kn
ship speed with first signs of propeller cavitation
vcav_%
%
vcav / vMCR
pP_CSR
%
(propeller pitch / prop. diameter) at design speed
pP_act
%
(pitch / diameter) of CPP at actual operating cond.
Dmin
m
ballast draught
Ddes
m
typical draught as designed
Dmax
m
fully loaded draught (scantling draught)
Dact
m
actual operating draught of the vessel
DR-act
%
Dact / Dmax
transiting between departure and arrival port
operating with reduced speed in coastal zones, port areas etc.
going alongside by means of thrusters / reversal of propeller rotation
operating CPP propeller with variable rpm acc. combinator curve
operating CPP propeller with constant rpm also for low pitch
station keeping of vessel by means of dynamic positioning system
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Table A- 6 Illustration of percentiles and exceedance levels as statistical indicators
Example: probability distribution of sound pressure levels of 100 ships passing a hydrophone location

Table A- 7 Typical characteristics of noise radiation from commercial vessels in different frequency ranges
Frequency
Range
1 - 10 Hz
10 -100 Hz

100 -250 Hz

250 - 1000 Hz

1kHz - 10kHz
10kHz - 50kHz

Dominant Excitation Sources
st

- 1 propeller harmonic,
- main tonals of slow-speed engines
- higher tonals from propeller sheet cavitation,
- broadband noise from various forms of cavitation,
- main tonals from medium-speed main engines,
auxiliary engines and generator sets
- broadband noise from various forms of cavitation,
- tonals from auxiliary machinery

- broadband noise from collapsing cavitation bubbles
- tonals from propulsion gear meshing
- tonals of high speed propulsion engines
- broadband noise due to cavitation phenomena
- flow generated noise
- flow generated noise

Remarks
- UW sound largely filtered out by Lloyd
Mirror effect)
- includes characteristic ≈50 Hz maximum as
frequently observed at commercial vessels
- Lloyd Mirror effect still relevant
- Lloyd Mirror effect small
- high energy content
- most pronounced decrease of source
strength with increasing frequency
- Lloyd Mirror effect negligible,
- medium energy content
- small energy content
- very small energy content
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Table A- 8 Input data and input type for public SL and RNL data base
Field name

Input type
Bibliographic information

Title of study
Date
Principle authors/investigators
Corporate creators
Official URL
Min/Max water depth
Min/Max wave height
Min/Max wind speed
Seabed type
Classification
Location of measurements
Facility
Date of measurements
Adjusted to full scale
Frequency scaling procedures
Noise level scaling procedures
Number of hydrophones
Nominal hydrophone depths
Beam or keel aspect
Hydrophone setup
Source level calculation
Min/Max measurement system frequency
Calibration procedures
Vessel name
Vessel type
Year constructed
Known issues affecting noise generation
Design speed
Design engine speed
Design propeller speed
Hull type
Displacement tonnage
Length (overall)
Beam
Draught
Acoustic centre source depth
Propulsor type
Number of shafts
Fixed/controllable pitch
Propeller diameter
Number of blades
Rated engine power
Gearbox ratio
Vessel speed over ground
Vessel speed through water
Closest point of approach
Towing/flow speed
Engine speed
Propeller speed
Pitch angle/setting
Cavitation type
Data presented
Reported values
Data averaging
Measurement aspect
Hydrophone depth

Free text
Input box
First name/surname/email address
Free text
Free text
Environment
Free text
Free text
Free text
Select from list
Study information
Open/closed/unspecified tick box
Free text
Free text
Input box
Yes/No/Unspecified
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text field for each hydrophone
Beam/keel/unspecified tick box
Select from list
Select from list
Free text
Select from list
Vessel details
Free text
Select from list
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Select from list
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Select from list
Free text
Fixed/controllable/not applicable
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Run specific information
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Free text
Select from list
Select from list
Select from list
Select from list
Select from list
Free text
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Table A- 9 Current AIS parameters (left column) and current AIS ship type code
AIS parameter
Maritime Mobile Service Identity
Call sign and name
IMO number
Length
Beam
Type of ship
Location of antenna on ship
Ship’s GPS location
GPS position timestamp (UTC time)
Course Over Ground (COG)
Speed Over Ground (SOG)
Heading
Navigational status
Rate of turn
Draught
Hazardous cargo category
Destination
Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA)
Route plan

1st digit
1 – reserved
2 – WIG
3 – Vessel

AIS ship type code
2nd digit
0 – All ships of this type
1 – Category A Hazard
0 – Fishing, Category B Hazard
1 – Towing, Category B Hazard
2 – Towing > 200m L or 25m B, Category B Hazard
3 – Dredging, Category B Hazard
4 – Diving, Category B Hazard
5 – Military operations, Category B Hazard
6 – Sailing, Category B Hazard
7 – Pleasure craft, Category B Hazard

4 – High Speed Craft
5 – Special craft
6 – Passenger ships
7 – Cargo ships

Table A- 10 Grouping of North Sea fish for sound impact assessment: ES = Expected sensitivity for sound impact,
‘++’ swim bladder directly connected to inner ear, ‘+’ swim bladder extending near inner ear,
‘−’ swim bladder absent or far from inner ear.
Eco-grouping
Pelagic (ca. 5m − surface)
Benthopelagic (0m − surface)
Benthic (0m − ca. 5m)
0m – surface

Group (Order)
1. Clupeiformes
2. Others
3. Gadiformes
4. Others
5. Pleuronectiformes
6. Others
7. Lampreys, sharks and rays

ES

f (Hz)

++
−
+
−
−
−
−

< 4000
< 2000
< 400
< 1500
< 200
< 1000
< 800

Table A- 11 Criteria used to model the effect of shipping noise on marine fauna at basin scale (AQUO D4.5, 2015).

Frequency (third octave band)
Signal to Masker Ratio (SMR)
Masking
(dB ref 1µPa²)
Behaviour reaction (dB ref 1µPa²)

Harbour porpoise
2 kHz
18.6 dB
96
118

Atlantic cod
63 Hz

125 Hz
6 dB

82
115

93
131
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